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I H T ROD U C T lOB 
Control of aphids on agricultural crops can be obtained by various 
cultural practices, but insecticides figure prominently in most programmes 
aimed at obt.~ning economic control of aphid species which are persistent 
virus vectors. A recent advance in insecticide formulations has been the 
development of granulated systemic aphicides. 
The aim of this thesis was to investigate the properties of two 
of these gran.ulated insecticides, namely Isolan)a carbamate and phorate/ 
an organophosphate. 
In particular an attempt was made to assess the persistence and 
phytotoxicit~y of these granulated systemic insecticides following 
application to the soil. Because Is01an and phorate are comparatively new 
insecticides in New Zealand, an endeavour was made to establish the relative 
aphicidal properties of these chemicals in the vap~ phase and as contact 
insecticides, in order to envisage their suitability as granular applied 
aphicides. 
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NOMENCLATURE OF CHEMICALS REFERRED TO IN THIS THESIS 
The names marked by tat are approved by the Committee of the 
Entomological Society of America, names marked by 'b' are adopted in the 
British Standard (with its supplements), those marked by 'c' have been adopted 
by the U.S. Interdepartmental Committee on Pest Control, and those marked by 
'd' are cited in the list in Phytopathology. 
COMMON NAMES 
aldrin a,b,o, 
BHC a,b, 
dalapon 
DI1I'a,b, 
b p,p, DDl' 
demeton a,b, 
b demeton-O 
b demeton-S 
demet on-met~l 
CHEMICAL NAMES OR DEFINITIONS 
not less than 94 % HHDN (q. v.) 
HHDN • 1,2,3,4, 10, 1O-hexa~loro-1 ,4, 
4a,5,8,8a,-hexa-~dro-exo-1,4,-endo-
5,8-dimethanon aphthalene, according 
to the nomenolature of Chemical Society 
London. 
1,2,3,4,10,10-hexachloro-1,4,4a,5,8,8a 
hexahydro-endo-1,4,-exo-5,B-dimethanon-
aphthalene, acoording to the nomenclature 
OTHER NAMES 
of the American Chemical Society. 
1,2,3,4,5,6-hexaeh1orocyclohexane benezene 
hexachloride (BHC is used for a mixture of 
isomers ~C, eBHC and !BIIC. The British 
Standard requires that the % of yBHC be stated). 
2,2-diohloropropionio acid 
a oomplex ohemical mixture in whioh p,p, D'11r 
(q. u.) predominates. (The British Standard 
requires the % of p,p, DDl' to be stated.) 
1,1-di(p-chlorophenYl )-2,2,2-trichloroet-
hane 
a mixture of demeton-o and demeton-S (q.:y.) 
0, C>-d.iet~l 0-2-( etlvl thio-etlvl 
phosphorothioate 
o ,O-dietlvl S-2-( et~lthio-etlvl 
phosphorothioate 
a 70 : 30 mexture of demeton-o-met~l and 
demeton-S-methyl 
Systox 
(Systox 
(thiono isomer 
(Systox 
{thiol isomer 
Metaaystex 
COMMON NAMES 
dieldrin a,b,e, 
dimefox a,b, 
dime tho ate 
Disyston 
HEP.P 
HEaD 
heptaohlor 
a I solan 
lindane a,e, 
mipafox b 
Monuren 
b phorate 
Phosdrin a 
a Pyrolan 
Sevin 
TEPP 
toxaphene 
~rithiona 
CHEMICAL NAMES OR DEFINITIONS 
O,O-dietQyl 0-2-isoprop'yl~-methyl-
6~p,yrimidinyl phophorothioate 
a product containing 85 % HEOD 
bis(dimethylamino)fluorophosphine 
oxide 
O,O-dimethyl S-methyloarbamoyl- metQyl 
phosphorodithioate 
diethyl S-(2-(ethylthio)ethyl) 
phosphorothiolothionate 
hexaethyl pyrophosphate 
1,2,3,4,10,1O-hexaohlor-6,7-epoxy-1~,4a 
5,6,7,8,8a,-oct~dro-exo-1,4-endo-5,8, 
dimethanonaphthalene 
1,4,5,6,7,10,10-heptaohloro~,7,8,9-
tetr~dro~,7-methyleneindene 
1-isopropyl-3-methyl-5-pyrazo~1 
dimethyl carb am ate 
isomer of BHC (q.v.) of not less than 
99 per cent purity 
o ,O-dimethyl S-( 1 ,2-di( etho:xy--oarbonyl) 
ethyl) phosphorodithioate 
bia(monoisopropylamino) fluoropho sphine 
oxide 
N-(4-ohlorophenyl)~'N'-dimetQylurea 
O,O-dietQyl S-etQylthiomethyl phosphor~ 
dithioate 
dimethyl 2-, etho:xy-carboI\Y1-1-methyl vinyl 
phosphate 
1-phenyl-3-methyl-5-p,yrazo~1 dimethyl-
carbamate 
bis(dimethylamino)phosphonous anhydride 
octamethyl pyrophosphoramide 
1-naphthyl N-methylcarbamate 
tetraethyl pyrophosphate 
ohlorinate oamphene (67-69 % chlorine) 
O,O-dietQyl S-p-chlorophenyl-thiomethyl 
phosphorodithioate 
5. 
OTHER NAMES 
Diazinona 
Hanane, Pestox 14 
Rogor 
Disulfoton 
Pestox 15, 
Isopestox 
OMPA 
7744 
6. 
C HAP T E R 1 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
HISTORICAL INTRODUCTION 
The age old method of timber staining by implanting dyes into the growing 
tree through bore holes. in the trunk" was based on the phenomena of systemic 
movement and distribution throughout the plant. This technique of colouring 
furniture wood led early entomologists to introduce compounds into the sap 
stream to render plant tissues toxic, or unpalatable to ph;ytophagous insects. 
In 1903 Demetiev observed that an introduction of barium chloride into 
the sap stream of' apples gave control of woolly aphis. Potassium cyanide 
implantations were found to give good control of Icerya purohasi (Sandford 1914) 
Aphis rumicis on Vicia f~b~ (Davidson 1924), and girdling and boring insects in 
elm and black locust trees. Moore and Ruggles (1915) reported failure in control 
of wood borers in oaks, following trunk implantations of potassium cyanide. 
Muller (1926) showed that pyridine implantations controlled woolly aphis on apple 
. trees. 
The introduction of toxins into the growing media was another avenue 
of application which ~s investigated as it was more convenient and less damaging 
:to the plant. Muller (1926) showed pyridine and barium chloride implantations 
gave good control of aphids with no ill effects on the plant. Davidson and Henson 
(192P) revealed that pyrid.ine when applied to the soil was absorped and translooated 
in sufficient amounts by Vici8.i fab..! to be toxic to the aphids (Aphis rumiois). 
Hurd-Karrer and Poos (1936) showed that wheat grown in seleniferous soil was not 
atta.cked by aphids. Mason and Phillis (1937) and Neiswancler and Morris (1940) 
claimed that selenium added to soils gave cnntrol of a number of insects on various 
plants. Fulton and Mason (1937) reported that rotenone when applied to bean leaves 
reduced the attack of Mexican bean beetle on subsequent growth. This report of 
systemic qualities of rotenone however has neVer been substantiated. 
David and Gardiner (1951) maintained that, until 1947, no satisfactory 
systemic insecticide had been discovered and that potassium cyabide and selenium 
compounds were the only compounds that had been seriously considered. Schra.der 
and KUkenthal'a work in Germany on evaluating the insecticidal activitiea of 
substances that were related to war gas (phosphorus fluorine oompounds ) showed 
tr.at not only were many of them insecticidal but they exhibited excellent 
systemic action. Reports on Schrader and Kukenthal's work by ~rtin (1947) Martin 
and Shaw (1948) and Schrader (1948) initiated further r:escarch on the systemic 
properties of these chemicals. Reports by David and Kilby (1949), Ripper, 
Greenslade and Hartley (1950), David (195Ob) and lbf'f'erbert and Orth (1952), 
substantiated their findings. 
Some of the more successful systemic compounds that were formulated by 
Schrader (1952 a & b) were schradan, dimefox, and SJlstox. McCombie and Saunders 
(1946) showed that sodium fluoroacetate was a very good mammalian poison. David 
(1950 a) evaluated sodium fluoroacetate in the hope that as it OCCUlTed naturally 
in the poisonous South African plant Dichapetalum cylliosum it was possible that it 
might be tolerated internally by other plants. This was shown to be true and not 
only did the substance have good contact toxicity to Aphis fabae, but when it was 
applied to the roots and folia.ge of aphid infested beans it was shown to have a 
remarkable systemic ettect. This substance is Etill recognised. as a very efficient 
insecticide, but due to its high mammalian toxicity it has been discarded in most 
western countries, although it is still used in Japan. 
DEFINITIONS 
With the sudden surge of' systemic insecticides onto the market, unitormity 
in nomenolature and classitication became necessary. Prior to 1952, teletoxic 
endotheropeutic, and systemio were some of the names in vogue to describe insect-
icides exhibiting this action. Ripper (1952) reports: that by the Third International 
Congress at Crop Protection the name 'systemic' proposed by Martin (1947) was 
generally acepted. Bennett's def'inition of a systemic insecticide (Bennett 
1949), 'a chemical substance which is absorbed and translocated to all parts 
of the plant rendering it insecticidal' was also accepted. Unterstenhof'er's 
8. 
modification of this definition includes the phenmena of translocation 
and storage for a limited time within the plant, h..1.3 been genera.lly accepted 
(Unterstenhofer 1950). The acceptance of a general definition was necessa~ as 
systemic action is not an 'all or none' phenomenon and most lipoid soluble organic 
insecti.cides can penetrate the root, leaf, and fruit. (Ripper 1957). Leaf 
penetration by non systemic insecticides was observed by Yoong (pers. Comtn.1964). 
Ripper (1952) proposed criteria for the clas:-ii'ication of systemic based 
on the way they are broken down within the plant and the fO:rnI they are ingested 
by the insect. These are :-
(a) Stable systemic insecticide compounds which are not broken down by the 
plant e.g. selenium and sodium fluoroacetate. 
(b) Endolytic systemic insecticides in which the toxic compound is 98 % 
in its original form on ingestion by the insect, e.g. schradan, Hanane 
and Phosdrin. However, research by Casida, ChapI!L3l1 and Allen (1952) and 
Pietri-Tonelli and March (1954) have shown that schradan is only slight~ 
converted to its active form in the plant and its selective~ is due to 
en~l activation within the insect. Ripper (1957) proposed a fourth group to 
suit this activation within the insect and named it zoometat5xic. This further 
subdivision seems to have met with limited acceptance by other workers in this 
field. 
(c) Endometatoxic systemic insecticides are trans:f'ormec partiaUy or completely 
into other toxic substances. These metabolites are usually more toxic 
than the parent material. Systemics of this type are Systox, Th:L"'I1et, and 
Disyston, (Fukuto, Metcalf, March and Maxon, 1955 ; Metcalf J Fukuto and March, 
1957). 
Further discussion on this important prope~ of this group of 
systemios will be made under the section on breakdown. 
ABSOR...t:TION AND TR..4NSLOCATION . . 
The divergence of opinions on persistence and control recorded for 
specific insecticides both in the laboratory and trie field may be explained by a 
quote.:'rom a review article on behaviour of systemics by Bennett (1957): 'Vmen 
using a systemic insecticide, the plant, instead of being a pa.ssive spray target, 
becomes an active participant in the subsequent processes, which governs the 
efficiency o~ the application. The plant being a living system is in a 
continuous state o~ ~lux so that considerable variations occur. These variations 
exist not only between species but within species, at di~~erent times o~ the year, 
or at di~~erent times o~ the day, and also under varying environmental conditions 
o~ light, temperature, humidity, nutrition etc. It is probable that d.i~~erences 
in some o~ these conditions are responsible ~or the variable results obtained with 
systemic insecticides reported in the literature." The efficiency of systemics 
is governed by three main processes, absorption, translocation and breakdown into 
non-toxic metabolites. Therefore any condition that influences any of these 
three processes influences the efficiency of the systemic insecticide. 
Metcalf (1956) itemized the essential properties of systemics as :-
(a) Ability to penetrate through the roots, fruit, leaves or stems. 
(b) Sufficient stability to allow the insecticide to exist as a toxin long 
enough to render the plant insecticidal. 
(c) Sufficient water solubility to allow the insecticide to move with the 
transpiration stream. However this property in the light of more recent 
information could be amended to read - that sufficient water solubilit.y is 
needed either by the parent material or its toxic metabolites to enable 
these toxins to move in the transpiration stream. (Metcalf e~. 1957) 
Systemics seem to be confined to two main chemical groups of insecticides 
(a) Organa-phosphorus compounds, which comprise the majority of systemic 
insecticides. 
(b) Carbamate or uretilane group which is a relatively new group. 
It would seem that the structure and resultant chemical properties of these 
two groups are better suited to systemic movement, compared with the chlorinated 
hydrocarbons, which have a very sparse representation in the list of insecticides, 
which exhibit true systemic action. Most of the organic insecticides can penetrate 
the roots, leaves and trunk, but the translocation of these substances anpears to be 
largely a ~unction of water solubility of the parent material or its toxic breakdown 
metabolites. DDT, dieldrin, aldrin, toxaphene and heptachlor are all very 
insoluble in water. Lindane on the other hand is also very insoluble, but when 
applied to whe~t seeds it Wa~ shawn tl) r..ave good system.ic acti.on. 
Nhittaker 19.56). 
Absor;ptian. 
~C. 
(Bradbury and 
Th.Ol:'6 /?re several sites of app1ic..'"ttion of systemic inseotioides, e.g. foliar, 
trunk, seed and root. The advantages and c.~r9.cteristics of each determines whidl 
site should be used in relation to the problem to be tackled. Hurd-Karrer &: Poos 
(19.;6) controlled Rhopa1osiphwu prwrifoliae and red. spider mites on wheat, when the 
soil was treated with selenium. Mason and. Phillis (1937) substantiated these 
claims with cotton in the contm 1 of pink bollworm and cotton-stainer, while 
Neiswander and Morris (1940) working with roses and tomatoes found control of red 
spider mite was effected when sodium selenate was added to the sailor nutrient 
solution. 
Schrader (1952b) shewed that bis (2 fluoroethyl) acetal and bis (2 fluoroethoxy-
eth;y'l) flcetaJ. when applied in a solution to the roots of grapes, controlled cater-
pillars, aphids, and ~lloxeria vitifcla.,e. Subsequent work by David and Gardire r 
(1953), Metcalf, March, Fulalto and Maxon (19.54) and Bradbury and Hhittaker (1956) 
have revealed that root absorption in comparison to foliar absorption was a much less 
selective avenue of absorption. The latter authors 8hO'.vOO that BRC was systemic 
in wheat when applied to the seed but showed no systemic activity after foliar 
application. This was thought to be due to the difference in structure of the two 
or~.s concerned with absorption. Roots have a specialised structure for absorption 
while leaves possess a wax cuticle which acts as a barrier to penetration, of 
extraneous material. 
Vari&.tions in the amount of inseoticide taken up by the pla.nt roots were shoVin 
to be due, in part, to the physical properties of the grOVling media to which applica-
tions were made, and the water solubility of the respective insectioides. Reynolds 
and Metcalf (1962) observed that plants treated with soluble inseoticides applied to 
the seU were rendered toxio to aphids in two days, while those tz'ea.too with 
phorat.e, an extremely water-insoluble inseotioide, did not become toxic to 
11. 
aphids until two weeks ai'ter the aliplication. This delay was thought to be due to 
slow penetration of the soil resulting in delayed contact with plant roots. 
David (1951) showed that five to ten times as much schradan accumulated in the leaves 
of test plants grown in sand compared with test plants grown in soil. Tietz (1954) 
working with the thiono isomer of Systox GDncluded that the largest amount of 
insecticide was absorbed from a water medium, less from sand, and the least from soil. 
Davidson and Henson (1929) using pyridine to control Aphis fabae on Vicia faba 
showed that a higher concentration was required for control on soil compared with 
sand. David (1951) using 32P schradan reported that less was taken up by the plant 
from soil than sand as the insecticid.e was absorbed by the top layers of soil and 
could not reach the plant roots. Wallace (1951) showed that part of the rea.son 
for greater absorption from sand m~ be due to the fact that plants grown in sand 
have a more extensive root system. Organic matter content of the soil has been 
Sho\v.n to be of great importance in retair~ng and bindine insecticides within the 
soil. Edwards, Beck and Lichenstein (1957) reported that extracts from soils 
treated with aldrin and lindane, when sub ject to a fly bioas sa:y, gave a good 
correlation between percentage killed and the organic matter content of the soils. 
This indicated the propensity of organio matter to bind soil applied insecticides. 
Poor control of root maGgot in rutabaga was thought to be correlated with 
high organic matter of the soil, (Forbes and King 1957). Casida, Chapman and 
Allen (1952) observed that more organic matter and finer particles of 80il gave a 
reduced root absorption on schradan by peas, as indicated with a bioassay of 
third or fourth instar l\YIDphs of Macrosiphium pisi. 
Getzin and Chapman (1960) showed that the binding of insecticides by soil 
fractions was not only affected by composition of the soil, but also by the 
chemical structure of the insecticide itself. Schradan was found to be a 
reasonably efficient systemic when applied in sand, but was not efficient when 
applied to soil. pP.osdrin gave 14 days protection to peas from the pea aphid 
when added to sand, but only two days when ad.ded to soils. This was thought 
to be due to increase in hydrolysis, and volatilisation of the insecticide, when 
applied to soils. Phorate and demeton were shown to be less persistent in loam 
soils than in sand, and even less in soils in which there was a large organic 
matter content. This decrease in persistence was considered to be due to 
12. 
adsorption aDd binding of the insecticide by soil colloids. Phosdrin and schradan 
m8¥ also be rendered ineffective by this, but probably to a lesser extent, as the 
main avenue of loss with these insecticides seems to be in the vapour phase. 
Iso1an, a oarbamate, showed different trends to the organophosphorus inseoticides 
in that it was absorbed in greater amounts by clay 10ams, than muck. The above 
authors thought that the high cation exchange capaci~ of the organic matter makes 
it a more effective binding agent for the organophosphorus insecticides compared 
with carbamates which do not contain a phosphorus atom in their molecule. 
Bennett (1957) puts the variation of absorption of insecticides in sand, 
vater cultures and various types of soil as being due to:-
1) Greater affinity of insecticides for adsorption and binding with soil 
co1101ds. 
2) Varying contact of the root with the insecticide within the soil. 
In view of other quoted work the second factor may be a result of the first, 
as well as a mechanical factor. 
Selective absorption by the roots of some insecticides has been reported by 
various authors. David (1951 and 1952) shoved Vicia faba roots selectively 
abeorbed dimefox from solutions but from similar solutions schradan was rejected, 
showing that absorption of the two chemicals may differ. Tietz (1954) working 
with the thiono isomer of Systox and using the same test plant found that it was 
selectively absorbed by the roots on the first day and then uptake became oonstant, 
corresponding to the volume of water taken up by the plant. Bradbury and Whittaker 
(1956) found that C 14 labelled benzine hexachloride in solution, was selectively 
absorbed by wheat seedlings, and after 1-2 weeks 50-60 ppm were found in the 
seedlings from a solution with an initial concentration of 7-8 ppm. Casida at a1. 
(1952) reported that with ,2P schrMan if the plant was deficient in phosphorus. 
the uptake of sehradan was enhanced, but conversely, if more phosphorus W88 added 
to the soil 80lution the amount of schradan taken up fell. There would appear 
to be a competitive effect for ab80rption, by plant roots. 
Racskeylo, Lindquist and Davich (1961) found no difference in the amount of 
dimethoate absorbed by root in phosphorus deficient solutions, although leaves 
contained less insecticides due to a decrease in respiration. Tietz (1954) recorded 
a rapid absorption of Systox by the root on the first day, gave an initial 
accumulation within the root, which was slowly disseminated to other parts of the 
plant. This phenomenon led Tietz (1954) to propose the ultra filter lipoid 
theor.y of absorption,whereby, due to the lipophilic nature of Systox it is 
absorbed by the lipoid components of the cell wall of the root hairs. As a result 
of David's (1951 and 1952) and Tietz's (1954) work Ripper (1957) suggested two 
processes m~ be involved in root absorption of insectiCides. These are as follows: 
1) Absorption may take place by the passive movement in the transpiration 
stream through the roots and into the shoots. The amount taken up by this 
system. will be proportional to the uptake of water under constant conditions. 
This mBJ be the mechanism for water soluble substances. Crafts and 
Yamaguchi (1960) and Crafts (1961) observed that most compounds that are 
water soluble are absorbed by the root and translocated. 
2) An accumulation of insecticides within the root tissues to higher 
concentrations than the surrounding solution. 
Crowdy, Grove, Remming and Robinson (1956) investigating the movement of 
griseofulvin, an antibiotic within the plant, noted that two faotors were involved 
in the absorption of this substance from the soil. 
1) An active entry into the root which was inhibited by metabolic toxins. 
2) A prolonged. uptake linearly related to transpiration which has been shown 
to be a passive process as it i8 not affected. by respiratory inhibitors, 
sodium azide and dinitrophenol. 
This active process of uptake was observed by Tietz (1954) when excised roots 
of Phaseolua vulgaris were placed. in solution of .01% of the thiono isomer of 
Systox. Tietz (1954) observed that roots placed in this insecticide solution 
absorbed a much greater quantity of water than the control. This increased 
vater absorption returned to normal in 8 to 15 hours. The reason for this was 
put down to one of two factors:-
a) An increase in respiration. 
b) A direct effect on the permeability of the cell wall. 
14. 
Crafts and Yamaguchi (1960) have shown herbicides accumulate in the roots of some 
plants very rapidly (dalapon and monuron) and the release of these substances 
into the xylem takes place at varying rates. Crafts (1961) thinks that uptake by 
the root and migration into the xylem is a passive process through the root hairs 
and cortical cells in the primary region of the root, behind the root tip, and by 
migration through the symplast (continuous interconnecting protaplasm) and into 
the stele and the apoplast (non living cell wall of the xylem tissue). 
Translocation. 
Conclusions of translocation and distribution of insecticides within the 
plant have been drawn largely from observations of biological effectiveness and 
failure. 
It has generally been established that soil applied herbicides, fungicides 
and insecticides move in the transpiration stream. in the xylem (Wedding and 
Metcalf, 1952; Bennett and Thomas, 1954; 'l'ietz, 1954; Crowdy and Rudd-Jones, 
1954; and Yamaguchi and Crafts 1958). Crafts (1961) in a review article 
concluded that there was little doubt that transport after soil application is in 
the xylem. '!'ietz (1954) showed that turbulent condi tiona increase the rate of 
uptake of 32P Systox Wono isomer from 80-90 centimeters per hour to 1.20 .ters 
per hour. Bennett (1957) ehowed the rate of uptake of 32P dimefox in Salix 
Viminalis was 11 em per hour, while Wedding and Metcalf (1952) using 32P 8chradan 
measured the rate of uptake in Phaseolus vulgaris at 17-58 cm. per hour. It has 
been observed that a restriction of transpiration prevented dimefox being givan off 
from the leaf or stopped it reaching the leaf, (Bennett, 1957). Low temperatures 
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and high humidities reduced the rate of uptake of dimethoate over a period of 24 
hours in comparison to plants at similar temperature and lower humidities .. 
Similar trends were also shown at high temperatures. Parencia et al. (1957), 
!!'ietz (1954), Reynolds et sH' ( 1957), utilizing different plants, cJanoJt)trated 
that the phytotoxic symptoms of burning occurred on the margins of the leaf where 
conducting tissues end in parenchyma tissue, giving a damming effect.. Radio-
autographs corroborate this peripheral accumulation of insecticide, (Metcalf and 
Maroh, 1952: Metcalf et aJ. .. 1954 ; and Metcalf, Stafford, Fulruto and March 1957). 
Haosk~lo, Lindquist and Davich (1961), showed that the uptake of dimethoate was less, 
in a solution deficient in phosphorus compared with a normal solution. This was 
assumed to be due to a reduction in transpiration oaused by a phosphorus 
defioienoy. !!'iets (1954) showed that ringing plants had no effect on the upward travel 
of insecticides from the ground. Lateral movement within the plant has been 
shown to be limited (Tietz 1954; Hanna Judenko and Heatherington 1955).. Hanna 
et Il. (1965) obse~ed, unless trunk implantations or soil applications were 
applied evenly around the truruc of cocoa trees, then control of mealy bugs was 
only registered directly above the site of application. 
The efficiency of systemic insecticides is governed to a large extent by 
distribution within the plant. Metcalf et al· (1952 and 1954) showed that distribution 
of dimefox thiono isomer, and schradan when topically applied to the based of lemon 
seedline stems were distributed throughout the plant. Reynolds et a.J.. (1957) 
worldng with cotton, alfalfa, and sugar beet grown from insecticide treated seed, 
observed that the resultinB seecliinBs contained a higher concentration of 
insecticide in the ootyledons, where it seemed to be stored and not redistributed. 
Gctton ootyledons oontained 5 to 14 times as much insecticide as the rest of the 
plant. 
Haosk~lo, Lindquist and Clark, (1961) and Haosk~lo, Lindquist and Davioh 
(1961) showed that dimethoate and phorate accumulated in cotton leaves under 
enviromental conditions which favoured transpiration. Applications of these 
insecticides were made to the soil as granules. 
One ot the limiting tactors in tranalocation is vater solubility. Crafts 
(1961) states that IlOst coapouJKls that are vater soluble are taken up by the 
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plan1l root. Perpson and Alexan4er (195'3) shoved an interesting gradation ot 
systemia properties ot di .. tan, P,yrolan and Isolan. The tirst two are only slightly 
vater soluble coaparecl w1th Isolan. and do not accumulate 1n the upper parts ot 
the plant. Isolan is a strong systemia, whether root absorbed or to11ar absorbed. 
'!'he d1tterence is thoucht to be that the f1rst two are not taken up tut enough 
by the root. due to their lov solub1l1t1', to keep pace with guttation and breakdown. 
Ie wal t • :rta:k:llto aDd llarcb (1957) obaerYed that the oxidative lletabo11 te. of 
phOft-W an4 Disyston are IIOre vater soluble than the parent .. tenal. and it 1_ 
thought that til.,.. are converted to this torm in soil or root pr10r to tranelocat1on. 
BlBAIDOWI .AID S!OR.A.OI WI!IIII 'l'JIE PLAIT AID LOSSES nOlI TBB SOIL 
POLLOWIIC SOIL APPLICATIOI or I1SBC'fICIDES. 
'!'he .. tabollsa ot 1nseatic1des w1 thin the plant can be divided 1nto two 
classes:-
<a) Oxidati ve reactions by which the parent ... terial and the a. labol 1 te. 
t1'Oll 1 t. are usu.ally activated to a 1I0re anti aho11ngeDic sub.tance. 
(b) Hydrolytic reactions by wh1ch process the 1nseat1c1de 1s converted 1nto 
non-tozic .. taboli tes. 
Oxidation to a IIOre powerful toxin takes place only v1 th endoaetatanc iDaectia1des 
such as pIlor.ta, Jletuyatox, Systox and J>1ay_ton. EDdolytic 1nsectic1des such 
&II Phoadr1n and el1_tox are not ond1aeel to 8:Il7 great extent v1 thin the pl_t, 
althouch Ketaalt .10 ale (1952) showed a amall traation ot schradan vu ond1aed 
to a more powerful. anti ebo11ngema compound. By de1"1ni tion endolytia 
1nseatiaid .. are ~ preaent 1n the1r original torm at the tiae ot ingestion by 
phytophll4fOUs 1nsecta. Stable compounds. such as sod1um tluoroacetate and aeleniWl 
are not decOllposed. to any great extent 1n the plant. :reams (1963) points out 
that phosphorothioates (D1s7ston and phorate) are Dot 1m tially good in vivo 
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cholinesterase iDhibi tors, but are orldiaed in the plant and inaect to their 
corresponding aulphondea, aulphones and phosphatee which are tonc. Althoqb. 
theae compounds are JIOre anti-oholiqen1c they are unatable ao are of Uttle 
practical use in the field. lukuto et g. (1955), Jletcalf, J'u.k:uto and Jlarch (1957) 
showed sillile reaction paths withiD the plant for phorate, Systox and Disyaton. 
!he pareDt atarial or active HtaboUte after entering the pla:a.t may be antiaad. 
or hydrolised. If the insecticide ia oxidised it is cODTerted to the corresponding 
aulphondes and BUlphonea. 
On4ation of pharate aDd. Disyeton parent materials to the correepond1Dg 
aulphond_ ud aulphones reeul ta in a correaponding increase in anti-chaliDpDic 
propertiea, due to the tact that oxidation increasea the polari ty of the 
reaul tant _taboli tea. On the other hand with increased oxidation water 
aolubility increases BD4 translocation is more rapid. !he presence ot a P - 0 
bond in which phosphorus is more electrophilic than in a P = S bond giTes a more 
potent anti-oholincaDic compound. !he latter form is more unstable, aDd. 
instabiti t.1 increases tor both compauMa vi th So and S02 aubs ti tutiona on the 
ald. chain. !heae o:ddati.e chances may take place Tery rapidly. Jletout, 
Pukuto and. Jl&rch (1957) shoved that with '1'h1aet and Disyaton in cotton lea •• s 
the change aq take place vi thin two hours. Phorate and Disyaton are con.ertad. 
by hydrolys1s to nOD toxic aetabolites. JtiihlJaann and Tiets (1956) ncgeated that 
the f1nal product of hydrolya1a in the plant 1s orihophosphoric ac1d which is 
resynthes1s_ to phosphotidea, especially lecithin. Beath (1961) 1a of the 
opinion that DillYston and phorate follow a Tery aillilar process in degradation. 
!he speed of the ox1dati.e and h7drolytic reactions are dependent OD :-
(a) !'he tne ot ,lant. Beath, Lane and. Llewellyn (1952') working with 
schradan concluded that hydrolysia did not vary vi th crop apecies. JIowe'I'er 
further vork: by '!'homas and Bennett (1954) showed there wu a llU'ked 
ditference in schraclan decomposition, and beaDS broke the compound down more 
rapidly than Coleua. Jletcalf, Reynolds, Vinton and J'ukuto (1959) showed 
that at 700P. Disyeton was hydrolytically decomposed 2-'5 times as fast 1n 
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lemon as in cotton. 
(b) Rates of oxidation are dependent on the range of environmental 
temperature, and Ketcalf et ale (1959) vorking with Disyston claimed that an 
increase in teaperature between 570 P.-1000:r. increased the rates of oxidation 
in cotton. Por eTery 1OOP. rise in temperature, the oxidation rate 
inoreaeeel 1.9 times. 
(c) Season and stage of growth vas shown to varr the rate of schrlldan 
decompoei tion. Heath et aJ.. (1952a) observed that plant metaboli_ vas 
more rapid in 8WIIler, in young quickly growing plants. 
(d) leJmett and Thomas (1954) shoved that a pretreatment of light increased 
the rate of decomposition of schradan vhich vas maintained after the 
wi thdrawal of the light source. Darkness on the other hand, sloved the 
rate of decomposition. 
(e) Some chemicals lend themselves to quicker breakdown than others, e.g. 
selenium compared with dimefox. 
Other avenues of loss frOll the plant that are important are, guttation, 
leaching from the leaf and recretion from the roots back into the soil. Gut tati on 
vas shown to increase with increased turbulence. Artificial rain increased. losses 
from the l.ar due to a leaching effect, (Tietz, 1954). Volatilisation from the 
plant of Phoadrin, di.efox and schrade vas also shown to be an important avenue 
of 108s from plant, (Bennett et al. 1954 and Arthur and Casida 1958). 
The equilibrium between uptake from the soil and hydrolytic decomposition 
vi thin the plant determines the level of toxins wi thin the plant. With 80il 
applied insecticides the above aTenues of loss and factors affecting loss, are 
not as important as vith foliar applied insecticides. Persistence of soil applied 
insecticide relies upon uptake from the reserToir of insecticides within the soil 
or on the seed coat. Bardiner (1964) shoved that vhen vheat plants vhich had 
arisen from seeds treated with insecticide, had the Beed casing detached trOll the 
seedling and vere re-sown in non-treated soil, they quickly lost their toxicity. 
Atteruptake of insecticides by the roots. insecticides &ee'QDDllate-·ia the 
peripherial -rc:Lns of' the leaf, (fiats., 1954; Metcalf et a1., 1952; Retoalf 
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et a1., 1954, Metealt. Jlukuto, Mareh and sta:fTortt. 1956). 
!'actors that ettect the persistence ot insecticides in the soil are:-
(a) Volatilisation. !his is a ver,y important avenue ot loss but dependa on 
the vapour preenre ot the chemical. Get.in and Chapaan (1960) ahowed. that 
Pho_rin i. 108 t trom the soil largely by th1a method. Harris and. 
Lichtenatein (1961) also observed. 108s ot phorate trom the soil in the vapour 
pha... !he8e authors tound that soil texture, 80il structure, aoil 
t8llperature, 80il moisture level and turbulent conditions above the 80il 
ettected. Tapour 10ue8 of' aldrin trom the 80il. 
(b) Chemical h;ydrolysia and metaboli .. by soil microtlora. Heath (1961) 
reported. that diaetox ia degraded to its ionic product by natural soi18. 
The rates ot decomposition were found to be equal to the hydrolyai8 rate8 of' 
soil oaloulated. from. their PH Talues. Mounter, Baxter and Chanutin (1955) 
named. nineteen mero orpnisaa capable or aetabolising cli isopropyl 41al.k7l 
fluoropho.phate to liberate the fluoride ion. Large difference. in aotin ty 
vere obaerred. wi th "f'&r1oua mcro organ1S1B8. !hi. reaction vaa tound to be 
potentiated. or inhibited. by IID++ Ca++ or 1Ig++, depending on the organism. 
Wackera (1955) shoved a green alga was able to 8tore SY8toX internally. 
Ahae4 aDd C .. ida (1958) showed that phorate is hydro17sed by two bacteria 
Pseu4911ODOB fluH!!cene and !hiobacillus tN.92J1dg, the latter being the 
more efficient converter. !he sulphide analogues were more prone to 
hydrolysis than the corre8ponding sulphones and aulphorldea. '!'he.e baoteria 
ab0un4 in .oile. T. 1iD;I,0opd'p' i8 Blore active in Boila treated. with sulphur 
oontain1DB fertili.er8. PI fluore80ey has an important role in the 
deoOJlpoai tion of lignin (Waksaan, 19'2). 'l'arulapei' and CbJ,oW,a specie. 
showed. the ability to oxidise various organophosphates. 
(c) Leach1OC. The extent of' leaChing baa been observed. to be very .11&11-
The binding of insecticide to the soil particles seems to be more important 
in depleting insecticide deposits. Hac8kaylo, Lindquist and Clark (1961) 
observed. that 1 to 7 weeks after planting, 7($ ot the applied. phorate wu in 
the top 1.5 inche8 of 80il. Jteynolds (1957) reported that poor control under 
irrigation vu probably a reaul t of leaching. Zak:i and Reynold8 (1961) found 
that phorate, S,ystox and diaethoate formulated on attaclay leached leaa 
than the s_e cheJlical on veraiculite. The relative rates of leaching of 
the inaeotioidea were aa follows: diJlethoate > S7atox) phorate, aDd the 
relatiYe rate of leaching in Yll.l"ious 80ils were in the folloving order: 
Lo&lQ' fine soil > fine sandy soil) sil ty loa > clq soil. 
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(d) Adsorption and binding of inaecticide by the soil depends on the cation 
exchange and the organic matter of that particular soil, (Casida et tl. 1952; 
Edwards It &1. 1957 and Cetsin et a~. 1960). 
DISCUSSIOB 01 fBE PROPBI!IES 07 SYS!EMIC IISECTICIDIS. 
MTantagea of ayateaic insecticidu. 
Systemics have many advantages when compared with contact insecticides. 
Their moat important feature is their ability to ldll concealed feeders due to their 
penetrating powere. Hanna et al. (1955) showed. that mealy bugs on cocoa tree., 
protected from contact insecticides by carbon tents, which were constructed by 
ants (Cl!I!~OI!Iter species), were killed by root or trunk application of dimefox. 
Brown (1960) recorded success in control of hessian fly maggots vi th phorate 
granules. tipper (1957) reports that systemic insecticides gave so_ control of 
Pltrll;oJeria yititollae. llirchllann (195') has shown that foliar nematodes haTe been 
controlled with systemic insecticides. Schread (1959) recorded. good control of 
leaf miners With 80il applied phorate. 
Systemics have the ability to protect young foliage which haa not appeared at 
the time at application. !bis ability is of course tied up With translocation and 
pereiatence which is dependent on the aite of application and type of inaeatioide 
used. Phoadr1n and d1 .. fox are non-persistent systemics when applied to the foliage 
and are very quickly loat by various reactions (Ripper 1957). Hanna Ii 11. (1955) 
reported that dimefox applied to cocoa trees aa a trunk implant gave up to six months 
protection from llealy bugs. Another advantage of systellic inseoticides is that 
they have four sites of application which give different persistence and var,ying 
degrees of speoificity, hence the site may be chosen in relation to the action 
desired. 
Advantages and disadvantages ot various sites and aethods 
ot application ot systemic insecticides. 
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(1) Distribution patterns of the insecticide vithin the plant MY vary with 
application sites. 'Hets (1954) showed that there vss very little movement 
ot insecticide within the leat, and only when application vas made to the 
basal part of the leaf vas movement observed The direction ot thie Iloyeaent 
vas to the apical part of the leaf. Translocation vithin the plant after 
foliar application vas very poor, and only a very small fraction or the 
inaectic1de vas translocated at all. 'Het. (1954). Bennett and Thomas (1954), 
David (1952) and Metcalt ,t al. ( 1952) shoved that wi th ,2P Sys tox or 
schradan moy_ent upwards after foliar application vas grester than the 
dovnvard moyement. ThOllSS. Bennett and Lloyd-Jones (1955) Observed that 
translocation of ,2P Systox trOll the leaf in comparison with that fro~ the 
root vas alover and very DlUch reduced. Tiets (1954) stressed the importance 
of obtaining aa near complete coverage as possible with foliar systemic sprays 
in order to render all the plant toxic. 'franalocation following seed treatment 
does not seem to ditfer appreciably troll thst tound after root application 
(111 tchell, ,Saale aDd Metcalf, 1960). David and Gardiner (1955) showed that 
broad bean plants originating from seed soaked. in Systox thiono iscaer 
poseened high concentrations ot insecticide in stems and seed. Reynolds and 
JUku to , Metcalf and March, (1957) observed that alfalfa, sugar beet and cotton 
originating froll insecticide treated seed held high concentrations in the 
cotel:yd.ons where it was stored. and not re-distributed throughout the plant. 
'l'hia concentration and storage were also evident vi th soil drench and graaular 
applicationa. Re:ynolds ,t !1. ( 1957) and Bardiner (1964) concluded tro. 
tests on the entry of insecticide into the plant following seed coating, that 
the compounds appear to enter largel:y through the roots. Trunk or s tam 
applied insecticides follow similar paths to root applied, (Hanna ,$ a}. 
1955; Metcalf et al. 1954; and Ketcalt, Stattord, Fukuto and :March, 1957). 
(2) Ground and trunk implantations, stem applications and seed treatments are 
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much more persiatent than foliar applications, With foliar application 
vaste and losses may be very high due to the volatility of the chemical, the 
teaperature. and the nature ot the plant surtace, (Tietz 1954, and Bennett and 
Thomas 1954). Beath, Lane and Llewellyn (1952) have recorded ~ 168S ot 
sohradan t'roIIa bruasel sprouts atter toliar appUcation. Tietz (1954) obee",ed 
that Yarietal ditference in retention ot the insecticide on the plant tollowing 
toliar appUcation, vas quite large and that lIlore vas retained on the hairy 
surface ot prilmlla in comparison vi th the smooth surtace ot cyclaaen. !iets 
(1954) and Bennett and ThoJll88 (1954) shoved that more ot the insectiCide vu 
retained it treatment vas made to the under surface ot the leaf, and alao that 
young leayes on aoat plants abaorbed lIore as they have a 1Il0re per_able 
cuticle. Wi th soil applied or trunk iaplanted insectiCidea the ai te ot 
application proyides an &rea vhere a store mB7 be held tro. which the plant may 
drav. With toliar applied insecticides the amount that the leat can bold 
is YerJ' sull. Depending on the size, age and variety, leaves vary widely 
as etticient spr. targets. With toliar spraying, the site ot application 
is open to turbulence and rain before entry into the plant is l1114e. Wind 
and t .. perature attect volatilisation loasea, and rain aftects leaching trom 
the leaf. Light, temperature and huaidity affect the amount of insecticide 
abaorbed atter toliar application. (Tiets, 1954; Heath It !Jt. 1952, and 
Bennett and 'l'hoaaa 1954). Jeppson, Jesser and. Coap11n (1952) showecl that 
wi th l_ons, 1.5 oss Systox per tree applied to the trunk: gave at least six 
months' oontrol ot citrus ai tat through the spring and sUIIIIler months. '!'he 
maximum duration ot control that spr. applications gave under the a ... 
comi tiona vas very much reduced, al though up to six months' protection was 
recorded in ae880ns of lov t_peratures which retarded volatilisation and 
the lowered intensi ty ot the sun deoreased photo-chem1.cal deterioration. 
Cook, Walker and 'eatheraton (1963) and Pond (1963) observed that phorate 
and Dlayston granules treated to the soil gave two to three months' protection 
trom aphid infestation on potatoes. Long perioda ot perSistence tollowing 
soil or seed application of insecticide have been recorded with a wide Tartet,y 
of plants by Reynolds et a1. (1957), Parancia. Davis and Cowan (1957), Bishop 
and Burkhardt (1959), Bardiner (1960). Zald. et a1. (1961) and All_. Askew 
and SOhni ber (1961). 
(,) Work by' Dand and Gardiner (195'), Tietz (1954) and Bradbury and 
Wh1 ttaker (1956) shoved that foliar absorption of e:r:ogenous .. ter1ale is aore 
selectiye than absorption through the root. T1ets (1954) obaened that 
penetration of the Ieat' cuticle vas retarded if compounds vere polar in 
struetUN. 
(4) Systea1c inaecticides have been shown in general to be lIOn specific than 
contact iuecticides. 'l'h1s specifi ty or eelecti v1 t,y may be due to tvo factors: 
(a) Pbyaiologtcal - this type of selectiv1 ty is caused by the insecta' 
metabolic or nervous systems being relatively unaffected by' thie particular 
iuecticide in comparison to those insecta vhich are killed b,. the 
iuectic1de. 
(b) Bcologtcal eelectiTity is caused by the insecticide being poaitioned 
in such a plaae so that it comes only in contact vi th a certain group of 
iueata. Because systemics are translocated moat of theae t,.pee of 
inaeaticid.. applied to roots and stems have this property of ecological 
selectiVity. 
Schred.an does not kill coccine11ids. syrph.1d larvae or IIOSt other predate", 
either by contact or by' feeding on poisoned aphids. (Ripper 1951 aud 1956). 
Iselan. al80 has a selective physiological action and i8 ineffectiTe againat 
red spieler ut .. and beneficial insects, such as Anthqgond .. aad xhrn9pid .. 
species (Spindler 1955). Moat aaterials such as dimefo:r:, Id.pato:r:, S)rstox, 
phorate aDd letaaysto:r: are efficient contact insecticides aDd kill aost 
paraei tea Sl1d predators and 1187 also kill larvae of SU!Jjli4ae Sl1d CM9WlidM 
fee4ing on poisoned aphid (Ahaed 1955, David !t al. 1951 and Zattler 1951). 
Phorate aDd JletaaJato:r: applied as soil drenches, as coatings to the seeds, trunk 
iaplantatiou and granule. to the soil gave ecologically selective control. 
(Re11lelds, Anderson and SWift 195', and. Metcalf 1956). Selectift control of 
insects vas reported of trunk applications of insecticides made to citrus. 
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cocoa and coffee trees. (Bond, Hanna It al. 1955 and Jepson et fl. 1952). 
(5) Seed coating with insecticide has been ehown to severely reduce eowing 
rates, due to the increaae in size of each seed, (Lange 1959 ad Je;rnolda 1958). 
Lange (1959) ia of the opinion that where a sev.re reduction of sowing rate ia 
causee! by treatment of the seed then, in .ost cases, it is better to dispense 
wi th seed treatment and aow at h.avier ratee. By sowing at higher rat •• 
allow_c .. are l18de for losses auata1ned fro. insect attack. A .e •• re 
reduction in sowing rate .lD8¥ be further aggravated by an inh1 bi tion of 
ge:nd.nation cauaed by seed treatment, (Hacakaylo and Janney 1961). 
(6) In 1 957 Broad ben t, Burt and !fix ea t1ma ted the. t the 10s8es froll II&chine.r.r 
... ace. through continual spraying, in SOll8 aeaaona just balancee! ntuma fro. 
spray1nc. Pond (196') showed that one application of phorate aown with seed was 
as econOll1c as one apray application but wa three times as persistent in 
control of potato aphids. 'fhis was also observed by Broadbent, Burt and 
Heathcote (1964). 
Soil applied iDBectic1dea reduce tt.e, expense and aoil coapaction coapared 
with the aeveral spray applications to give the a8me protection, (Pond, 196'). 
Machinery coats are higher -tor spraying but lower for granular application aa 
granules can be aown through the planter. 
Rowever to of'f.et theae advantages is the f'act that if seed or aoil treat.ent 
baa been carried out at planting and no insect attack appears in the diatrict 
then aoaey baa been was ted. 
(7) With soil applied systemcs it is possible to protect eMrpac plante at 
a time when it i8 iapoeaible to spray due to lack of' foliage. !bi. po:l.nt la 
of' vi tal iaportece in virus control, particularly in regard to potato leaf 
roll virua, (Broadbent, Heathcote and Burt, 1960, and Pond, 196'). • .. ly 
eaergiq seedlings are very susoeptible to d_age froa insect and Yirua attack. 
(8) With spraying the atom1aation of' poisonous substances preeenta a huaan 
hasard. Drift fro. apray1.ng constitutes a further problea, (Barnes 195',5, 1957). 
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CHAPTER 2 
REVIEW 0]' LITERATURE AND METHODS 
INTRODUCTION 
Experiments in Part I were set out for the express purpose of obtaining 
information on the persistence and efficiency of granular, systemic soil applied 
insecticides for the control of Rhopalosiphum padi (L.) on barley, wheat and oats. 
Some factors that m~ effect efficiency and pers~ence of phorate and Isolan were 
also investigated. From these glasshouse trials it was hoped to obtain some idea 
of the persistence and efficiency that could be expected from these two granular 
insecticides in the field. 
Soil applied_ systemic aphicide"'granules depend for their efficiency 
and persistence on good soil stability, strong systemic action anti Sbw release 
from the carrier. This release from the granule must occur in sufficient quantity to 
render the whole plant toxic to insects. Spring wheat crops in the North Island 
of New Zealand treated with 1,2, and 3 lbs active ingredients (a.i.)/acre of Disyston 
granules applied to the seed furrow with 2 cwt of superphosphate/acre gave poor 
control of cereal aphid. These negative results were considered to be due to the 
insufficient soil moisture which is essential- :for the release of insecticide from 
the granule, (Anon 1964). Xt has been shown that low water soluble granulated 
insecticides such as phorl:l.te and. Disyston may give delayed or erratic control. 
Reynolds and Metcalf (1962) observed that phorate accumulated very slowly within 
the cabbage plant when granules were applied near the roots. Fourteen day-s 
elapsed after application before the plant became toxic to the ca:tage aphid. 
In comparison some of the more water soluble insecticides that were treated ill this 
manner rendered the plant toxic to cabbage aphid inside two days. This was thcught 
to be due to faster diffusion from the granules into the root Bone area and rapid 
uptaJce by the roots of the plant. Brown (1960); Burt, Broadbent and Heathcote 
(1966) and Doucette (1961) also observed that the water insoluble insecticide 
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phorate, when applied 88 side applications resulted in poor insect control. In 
comparison, efficient and persistent control was gained with similar treata_t 
rates aacle to the seed furrow, (Brown, 1960; and Doucette. 1961). Burt It al. 
(1960) using phorate, Rogor, end phorate mixed with fertiliser, recorded persistent 
and efficient control of aphids on potatoes with Roger and phorate Id.ItId. with 
fertiliser, but phorate applied on ito own did not exh1bi t efficient or persistent 
control. It was thought that the low water solubility of phorate preYente4 the 
insecticide diffusing through the soil, which results in the localisation of the 
insectiCide so that with root growth the iD8ecticide becomes lost to the absorptive 
root sone area. When applied with fertiliser the insecticide covered an area 
beyond which the roots were unlikely to penetrate Rogor on the other hlllld i. 2.~ 
soluble in wat.r and thus has the ability to diftus. through the soil into the 
root zone area. 
Granular properties haYe a profound effect on the speed with which iD88cticides 
are released frOll. the granulated base. lIost of the inYestigations on the rel.as. 
of insecticid.s froll Yar!.ous bases have been carritld. out in colljunctiOJl with 
aosqui to lanse control in water. BoweY.r insecticide r.lease froll gr8D.ules placed 
in the soil follows the saae principle of dissolution or displacement in/b,r wat.r. 
Teaperature, type of ins.cticid., solvent uaed for iapregnation of graDDl.s, and. 
the conc.ntration of insecticide on the granular baae all have a aarked illfiuenc. 
on the release rate of insecticides. !he rate of release from the granule is for 
mos t bases in't'ereely proportional to sise. 
C.lite, v.rm1oulite, attapulgite and montmorillonite granules are so.. of the 
aore COllllOll aat.rials used as insecticide bases which give. rapid reI .... of 
parathion when placed in water. Calciua carbonate (calcite), Bntal and P.Trax 
granules .... to rel.ase parathion .or. slowly. It ia probable that granules which 
disintegrate in wat.r give a faster release while non-disintegrating .at.rials give 
a slower release of insecticid.s. lIost clay type granul.s have been obe.n-ed to 
disintegrate in water. Physical characteristics of granule carriers such as 
formation of colloidal auspensions, binding and absorptiYe forces of particl_ 
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acting on a specitic tOxicant, may greatly influence the release ot toxicants. 
Celite, attapulgite, vermiculite and aontmorillanite have a high abaorptiye 
capaci ty (greater than 3a.') while caleiua carbonate, Ental and 1Pr1.an1 te haye a 
lOY aoderate abaorpti ye capaci ty (lea. than ~). Vi th the foraer group, insectioide 
is taken into the .. terial like a sponge while vi th calei te the material is 
absorbed to the outside (Mulla and Axelrod, 1 962) • 
Zald. aDd ae1llolda (1961) reported that the properties ot the granular baae 
on which the inaeoticide is toraulated is important in the resulting persiatence ot 
control. '!.'hese authors obael'Yed that vel'll1culi te granules released toxicanta aore 
rapidly than insectioide baaed on attaclay and gaYe leaa persistent control. 
Reynolds and lIfetcalf (1962) are ot the opinion that water soluble aoil 
applied inaectio1dea are not as persistent as water insoluble insecticides. 
As has alretldJ' been outlined in the general review of 11 terature the DUllber of 
taotors that oontribute to, and intluence the persistenoe ot soil applied 
insectioides is wide and yaried. However soil type, aoil aoisture, s011 t_perature, 
the volatilityof' the inaecticide and the chemical ~rol.yai. ad II1crobial breakdown 
in the soil pllQ' an important role in determining the persistence ot insecticide 
vi thin the 8011. As there are so II&ny variables that determine the persistence, 
little intOl'll&tion 1s derived fro. quoting other authors' work, as this period ot 
protection giyen b7 soil applied systea1c granules may y&ry with s1ll11ar plants 
and dosages when subjected to yary1ng oonditions. 
In general it 18 uintained by' the manuf'acturers that the persistence ot 
phorate t • aphic1dal properties on attapulgi te granules when applied at ratee of' 
1-2 lbe. a.1./acre in the seed furrow, ranges f'r0li 3-6 weeks, (Hall, pers. c_. 1964; 
and Schroeder, pers. COlI. 1964). Ms period ot protection troa theae rat.. ot 
pborate is "p17 substantiated in the literature. Reynolds, Pukuto, Jletealt and 
Jlarch (1957) obael'Yecl that 1 lb. a.i./aore ot '1'h1_t gave oontrol of aphids on 
altalta for 4-6 weeks atter soving with aeed. Bacon (1960) reported that phorate 
at 2 lbs. a.i./acre gaye oontrol ot aphids on potatoes fOIr 80-85 dQ1S atter plllllt1Dg 
when applied in the soil with the aeed tubers. Andres, Re:rnolds and Pukuto (1959) 
obtained two months' control of cabbage aphid with phorate applications of 1 Ib 
a.i./acre applied to cabbage:; and. cauliflowers in the seed furrQW. Phorate applied 
at rates of between 1.5~ Ibs a.i./acre beneatll the seed tubers protected potatoes 
from aphids for three months. These observations were carried out over a number 
of years. Hacskaylo, Lindquist and Clark (1961) gained 9 weeks control of the 
cotton aphid on ootton, with rates of 1.7 Ibs a.i. of Thimet/acre. De Pew (1961) 
however, was o~ able to secure two weeks control of the spotted alfalfa aphid with 
1 Ib a.i./acre applied to the seed furrow with alfalfa seed. 
lhe most important factor that effects the persistence of soil applied 
granular systemic insecticides irrespective of environmental conditions, is the rate of 
application. Hopkins, Fye and Walker, (1959) observed that high rates ~f Thimet 
had a longer residual life than lower rates. 30 Ibs a.i. of Th~let/acre gave more 
persistent control over a perioo. of time th'm applications of 10 and 20 lbs a.i. of 
Thimet/acre. Savage and Harrison (1962) reported that 4 Ibs a.i. of phorate/acre 
gave more per.sistent control than a 1 Ib application rate, in controlling MYZU8 
~rsioae in tobacco. 8 Ibs a.i. of phorate/ acre was reported to give a longer 
period of protection to Easter lilies than 1,2, and 4 Ibs a.i. application rates, 
(Doucette 1962). 
The persiatence of oontrol resulting from Isolan granular applications is 
poorly documented and in faot no reference to this property in Iaolan has been 
located. 
METHODS 
The general method used for determining tile efficiency and persistence of 
phorate and Isolan was basical~ one of treating the soil in which the plant was 
growing, and exposing aphids to treated plants over a seven day period.. The granular 
baaed insecticides used in all tIle following e~perimmnts were phorate and Isolan. 
Phorate was formulated as a 10 % granule on an attapulgite base with a mesh size of 
18-36 B.S.S., while Isolan was formulated as a 5 % granule on a calcite base of 
18-56 B.S.S. mesh size. 
R. padi (L.) was chosen as the test organism for evaluating the persistence 
and efficiency of phorate and Isolan as soil applied systemic. 
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insecticides for aJh1d control. The choice of this species of aphid was .ade due 
to its econoaic iaportance u the vector of Barley Yellow Dwarf' Virus in lew Zealand 
and the fact that it. graainaoeous host plants are grown rapid 1,. UDder glaashouae 
coDdi tions. 
Culturing Test lnaecta. 
The fol'll of aphid whioh was to be uaeel. for thia bioua&y created a probl •• 
Olrfioual,. the apteroue ad.ul ta which are II08t plentiful on the oereal crope in the 
autuan and spriug. were the ones in praotice that control methods would be directed 
at. However, they are very hard to rear uDder high t_peratureB in the glaeahouae. 
Growth cabinet obaervatioua showed that aphids when subjected to t_perature wi thin 
the range 150C ! 1.6 were near optillUll reproductive potential for the production of 
~phs which develop into the apterous faras. When the aphid cultures were 
subjected to temperatures of over approximately 220 C. the production of apterae was 
v8'%'7 aJl&ll and alate waa very high. 
Aphida were cultured upon wheat, barley, oata and ryecom. Theae cereala .. ere 
sown in a ,..1 lI1:z:tun of aad and field aOil, in six-inch clay pots. When inoculatiq 
the plant it V88 iaperaUve to bave the plant at the right aiae, and not to inoculate 
wi th too lI8.:D;V' aphids, otherwise the plants collapsed.. Under glaaahouse condi tiona 
at 1:5OC-1SOC inoculation ot the plants .. as lI&de two weeka atter e .. rgence. Planta 
were harvested for aPhids at 6-8 weeka after inoculation, depending upon the aiae and 
progress of the 0010117_ It was obaerved that the best reaults were obtained. wh_ 
the aphid colo07 waa left undisturbed on the plant for the longest possible tt... 
Plant health .. as noted to be very iaporiant for good and rapid build-Gp of 
apterae. As II1.ld.., <BDDpbp' me' mil) ia a probl. of wheat and barley grown uDder 
glus, host plants tor aPhid cuI turee were al temated to avoid its build-up. 
Al temati ve oereals oed. which were not attacked by thia variety of alld_ .. ere 
ryecom and oats. BilgeDdorf 61 strain of wheat was alao used to alleviate thia 
alldew probl_ aa it was suppoaeelly resiatant. However under glasshouse condi tiona 
this resiatance broke down. A faotor of equal importance for mildew control.... to 
avoid infesting test planta .. hen inoculating with aphids as severe attacks of Idld .. 
FIGURE 1 
Modified aspirator used for 
handliDg aphids 
MODIFIED· ASPIRATOR FOR PLACING 
APHIDS IN CAGES 
Intake Vacuum 
I-----Thistle Funnel 
;:::::·--Operators Thumb 
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tend.nated pari of bperiaent 1. ~o avoid a re-occu.rrence of this, all aphid. that 
vere used to infest vheat or barley test plants vere t.ken from oate or ryeaol'll 
cul tura plants. Iyecorn vaa better troa the point of vin of llildev suppreaaion, 
vhereas oat cu.l ture planta .eeaed to suecuab to • variety of ai14_. 
Yarious c ... e vere used to contain aphids upon culture plants. !he fint 
designed vere c7liDdera, six inches in diaaeter, twelve inches hip, enolosed at 
one end with gaue and pos.essing five, two-inch di_ter holes evenly .paced aroUDd 
the valls. These vere initially made froa cellulose acetate. Unfortunately thi. 
aubatance proved to be toxic, not only to the plant vhich yellowed off at the point 
of contact, but al.o to aphids vhich did not build up in numbera on plants, co ... ered. 
wi th these c..... P4t1"IIpe:r was used to replace this _terial aDd cylinders lUld.e tl'Oll 
this to the above specifications gave none of these side effects. lfrouble clid 
hovever d .... elop which eventually led to their replaca_t, 'lh1s .... hUllidi V. vtdch 
buil t up wi thin the.e c.... due to Rapar.tion froa the soil and plant tnnspiration. 
!his high build-up of hUlll1d1 ty caused the fOl"ll8.tion of vater droplets on the walls 
of the c;yliD4era in which sOlIe of the aphids drowned. Another tacet of this h1ch 
hullidi ty was the rapid build-up of 1I1.1d_ vhich vas favoured by this type of _ero-
eUute. IIylon gause hoods suspended from the roof of the glushouse. vhich pulled 
down over the trqs of inoculated culture planta contained the aphids without the 
accoapanied huII1di V but14-u.p. Caps were fOUDd nec888U')" not only to oonta1.a aphids 
but to protect cultures spinst paraaites aDd predators. 1I19£9!IH tMW'M Vlk., an 
aphid predator ad 6JhUiM raM' Curt.. an aphid parasi te. gave trouble in cul turu 
vhich vere left uncovered.. 
Handling of 'reat ID8eata. 
When test aphids vare needed, plants on which the cul tuNs vere bree41D8 vere 
cut at eoil 1 .... el am shaken onto a plastic board vhich had been g1. ven a vigorous 
rub. !bis rub iD4uced a static charge which made it very difficult for the apbid to 
aove froll the bolll"d. 
'l'h1s aethot:l of remo .... l from plants 40es not injure the llOuth parts of I. JI!U. (L.) 
PLATE 1 
Aphid cage used for caging aphids on treated plants 
PIGURI 2 
Construction of the aphid cage shown in Plate 1. 
1- --_,.---- Wheat Plant 
O:-:O:O:l-..t---Polythene 
~-+----Nylon Gauze 
t::0~~~~~M-t-- Foam Rubber 
CONSTRUCTION OF APHID CAGE 
as it does with other speciee ot aphids. This was shown by taking survival rates ot 
aphids which were caged on plants for three days atter subjecting them to this treatment 
!'rom the board, the aphids were sorted for adult apterae. fhese were sucked up 
by means of an aspirator, llede from a large thistle funnel in which the intake pipe 
terminated in the thin outlet tube of the funnel, as shown in J'igure 1. When a yacuUll 
~s applied to the suction pipe the aphi~ swept through the intake pipe and dropped 
into the narrow outlet tube ot the tunnel. !he vacuua was created in the tunnel by 
sealing the outlet tube with the operator's thumb. By removing the thumb and gently 
tapping the tunnel the aphids dropped out into the cage which was to house thell on 
the test plants. 
By me&DS ot this simple piece of apparatus, over 1 ,()(X) aphids could be caged on 
plants in two hours, which was IlUch faster than by using a camel hair brush. 
The o&ges (see Plate 1) that were designed to hold aphids on plants, were lI.B.de 
from white itt polythene tubing which wea one of the few _tenals which was available 
and not toxic to aphids. 1i" lengths were cut from the tubing and a -t" cork-borer was 
used to bore a hole in each side of the wall. Nylon gause was stuck over the inside 
wall of the hole with a waterproof glue. With a ttt cork ' ..... borer. disC8 were cut from 
1" foam rubber. A radial slit was cut in each disc, (see Figure 2). The test plant 
foliage was led through this trap and plugged. at the bottom vi th a disc. 1I'0liage 
wea fitted into the slit cut into the foam rubber. Aphids were dropped in through the 
top and this was also closed by another disc. This left a itt cavity in which the 
aphids were housed. 
fhe advantage of this type of trap was that inju17 to the plant was negligible, 
providing that the foliage was not j8lllled against the walls of the container when 
plugged vi th sponge rubber. Traps could be placed anywhere on the plant. It aphids 
were trapped on the 1eaTes, the trap was fixed by a drawing pin to a wooden spatula 
which was implanted in the aoil. Plants could be spray watered vi thout causing injury 
to the trap or the enclosed aphids. Light penetration into the trap was not hindered 
to &n7 great extent by virtue of the large aeration boles which enabled diffused light 
to penetrate the container. 'l'he only part of the plant which was vi thout light was 
that part enveloped by fo_ rubber. Chlorosis of the area vas avoided by moving 
the trap slightl,y up the stem during the folloving incubation period. 
Assessment of Mousey Results. 
Atter the plants had emerged and vere at a vell developed first true leat 
stage, they vere infested vith five adult apteroue aphids. These were maintained on 
the plant for seven d-.,s, and the establishment of nymphs was recorded as nil or 
positive. 
To gain information from these experiments, an 8BsUIlption V88 made. This vas, 
that if one replicate out of five within a treatment recorded a positive result 
for aphid establishment, then that treatment was designed 88 inefficient. 'l'h18 
assumption vas .ade for tvo reasons. Firstly, that for Barley Tellow Dwarf Virus 
control a 1 ~ control of aphids is needed (Sad th f pers. COil. 1963), and secondly. 
it vas thought that the applioation to seed furrow and soil vas more aocurate than 
could be hoped for in the field. 
For plants resulting from seed sown with phorate granules within the furrow 
it was shown that plants may give positive results tor one incubation period but 
negative results in the subsequent test. This vas thought to be due to the mov .. ent 
of insectioide through the soil into the absorptive root sone area. or conversely, 
the movement of the root into contact with a small deposit of insecticide. To 
counter this, plants vere tested for another veek after they were deemed non-toxic. 
If a positive result vas substantiated, plants were recorded as positive on the 
date that this vas first observed. This recording vas used for all persistence 
trials except for aide and surface placement of insecticide where all results were 
taken, to observe if and when the plant absorbed the insecticide. 
All glasshouse experiments vere laid out in randollised blocks. 'the si.e of 
these blocks vas depetldent on the number of treatments, but the smallest possible 
block si8e was used in all experiments. Trials carried out in grovth cabinets 
vere set out at random and as in glasshouse trials were shifted every tvo d-.,s. 
In this thesis experiments were carried out in soil held at apprOximately 6~ 
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field oapacity in order to eliminate one of the more important variables effecting 
effioiency and pbytotonci ty of soil applied insecticides. This was achieved by 
estimating the water holding cspact ty of the potted mixture by Coutts I modified 
lCeen-Rackowski box technique, (Coutts 1930). A calculation of pot plus soil weight 
at 60% field capacity was worked out making sllowanoe for pot weight. Unless 
otherwise stated watering was carried out every day or second day depeDd.ing on 
glasshouse comi tiona. 'fh1s held the soil wi thin the 55 to 6~ field capaci tT range. 
CHAPTER 3 
EXPERlMElTAL DESIGN, RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
EXPERIMENT 1. PERSISTElfCE 01' INSECTICIDES. 
DESIGlf. 
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This experiment was laid down with the purpose of determining the persistence 
ot insecticides at various concentrations and applied to various species ot cereals. 
It was also used to give a preliminar,y surve,y of the PhYtotoxic effects that 
phorate and Isolan Id.ght have on the cereal species, (see Part III, Experiment 1). 
Hilgendorf wheat variev was used in all experiments in an effort to curb Id.ldew 
build-up. The varieties of oats and barle,y that were used were Garton ODvards and 
Ke~a. These species were sown at 11- bushels/acre. an approximation was three 
seeds per pot. 
One hundred and sixty-eight 6" cla7 pets were filled with field soil which had 
been sieved through a tit ldre mesh screen. Th1s procedure was standard practice in 
preparing soil for potting. Soil was mixed in a 5-1 ratio with sand, to give better 
drainage and prevent consolidation resulting from surface watering. Phorate and 
Isolan were sown ldthin the seed furrow at 1 t 2 and 'lbs. '!'hese rates were based 
on pound of active ingredient/acre. Each treatment rate had eight replicates. A 
control also pessessing eight replicates was added as criteria tor aphid establishment. 
Two weeks after sowing, one plant was chosen at random wi thin each pot, and 
infested with five apterous adult aphids. Only five replicates out of the eight 
which were initial17 set out for each rate of insecticide were used. After 
germination three of the pots from each treatment were wi thdravn from this experiment. 
Aphids for each test were incubated on the plant for 7 d~s at which ti •• 
establishment ot n,yaphs was noted. '1'h1s procedure was carried out in all 
experiaant. in which thie type of bioasea7 was used. 
RESULTS. 
The tests on barley plants within this experiment were disbanded after six 
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weeks due to a severe inf'estation ot mildew. A similar 1nf'estation on wheat plants 
atter eight weeks necessitated the termination of the whole experiment. The results 
ot the bioassa,. carried out in this experiment are given in Table I. All rates or 
applications are given in lbs. of a.t./acre. 
Table I. The number ot replioates of , plant species supporting aphid colonies 
at intervals after infurrow treatment wi th insecticide. 
IJlSECfiCIDB Isolan Phorate 
10.Weeks atter !reataaDt 4 5 6 7 8 4 5 6 7 8 
Cereal Rate/acre 
Barl.y 1 lb. a.i. 1 2 4 
- -
0 2 , 
- -
2 lb. a.i. 0 0 2 
- -
0 1 2 
-
-
, lb. a.i. 0 0 0 
- -
0 0 0 
- -
Wheat 1 lb. a.i. 0 1 2 , 5 0 0 2 , 4 
2 lb. a.1. 0 0 1 1 , 0 0 0 2 , 
, lb. a.1. 0 0 0 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 
.2!11. 1 lb. a.1. 0 2 4 4 4 0 0 1 2 , 
2 lb. a.i. 0 0 1 , , 0 0 0 0 2 
, lb. a.i. 0 0 0 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 
I 
I.B. 0 = nil 
- = not done 
It would appear from Table I that the difference of pers1stence ot Isolan 
under different species ot cereals is negligible. With phorate under barley 1t was 
slightly les8 persistent than under the other two cereals. However in an exper1aent 
of this type which posseases so many variables, this fact would require substantiating 
vi th f"urtber trial8 before it could be taken as valid. '!'vo things that did stand 
out from the above table are that phorate vas cons1st.ntly .ore persistent than 
lsolan under these condi tions and that persistenoe increases with increased. rates 
ot application. 
Perhaps the most important tact emi bi ted by this table was that theae 
insectioides applied in this manner under these comU tions gave at least one 
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month's protection from aphids after sowing. The exception in Table I vas Isolan 
treated soil at 1 lb. a.i./acre under barley. 
IXPllUIIEI! 2. EPPBC'f OF TBKPERA'l'tJRB 01 PERSISTEICE. 
DESIGN. 
The purpose of this experiment vas to see if 8Il7 difference in persistence 
developed when wheat groving in treated soil W88 subjected to tvo extremes of 
tempera ture. 
The temperatures chosen for the growth cabinets in which the experiment vas 
run were 24°C and 130C. Eighteen pots vere subjected to each t_perature. '1'hree 
treataents vere laid down vi thin these pots each having six replicates. Phorate 
and Isolan vere applied at one rate of 2 lba. a.L/acre and a control was 
incorporated. Piye inch square plastic pots vere used in this and all subsequent 
experiments. Sieyed soil V88 mixed with perlite at a ratio of 6:1. Perlite vas 
used in preference to sand in all folloving experiments in this ratio with soil as 
it gaye better drainage and vas found to be better in preventing consolidation. 
Watering VIlS carried out every day for plants at 24°C and eYery third day for the 13°C 
cabinet. Plants under 24°C vere tested 2 weeks after sowing and those UDder 1,00 
, veeks after sowing. Intervals of testing are similar to those described in 
Experiment 1. 
RESULTS. 
Table II. The IlWIber of replicates recorded at weekly intervale showing 
aphid establishaent. 
'femperature 1,oC 240 0 
.0. of veeks 3 4 5 6 7 2 :5 4 5 after trea'blent 
Insecticide 
Phorate 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
2 lba. a.L/acre 
In.aecticide 
Iaolan 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 :5 
2 lbs. a.i./acre 
! 
Control 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 
6 
, 
4 
6 
7 
6 
5 
6 
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After five weeks at 24°C phorate and Isolan treatments gave inefficient 
o 
In comparison similar t~a.tments under 13 C gave effective control until control. 
7 weeks at which time the experiment was stopped. No difference was noted between 
phorate and Isolan at both temperatures. This short persistent life at 240C would 
suggest that high temperatures enhanced breakdown within soil or increased the 
volatilization of the insecticide from the soil. 
EXPERIMENT 3 PERSISTENCE AND E]':F:ICIENCY IN RELATION TO PLACE"MENT OF 
mNSECTICIDE AND SEEDING RP.TES. 
DESIGN 
Tv/o separate trials with wheat are described under this heading, as both 
were carried out simultaneous~. Trial (a) was laid down in order to compare the 
persistence and efficiency of side and inf'urrow applications of phorate and Isolan. 
Trial (b) was set out to investigate the effect of an increased sowing rate on the 
performance of the insecticides. In trial (a) both insecticides were sown in two 
positions relative to the seed and at three rates. The rEites were 1 lb., 2 lbs., 
and 3 lbs., ati./acre. A control was also run with these treatments. For the 
side placement treatment insecticide was sown 1" deep and it, to one side of a 
~t deep seed f'Urro~. Treatments in trial (b) were phorate and Isolan applied~2lbs. 
a.i./acre. A control was run also in trial (b). Both insecticide treatments were 
sown with wheat at 1t and 3 bushels/acre, while the control was sown with 
wheat at 1i bushels/ acre onlY. An approximation of these sowing rates was 3 seeds 
per pot for 1i bushels/acre and 6 seeds per pot for 3 bushels/acre. Five 
replicates were used in all treatments. 
Soil was seived and mixed with perlite with the aid of a concrete mixer. 
Temperatures within the glasshouse during this experiment fluctuated from 
18
0
Cto 27°C. In this experiment pots were spr~ed evenly until randomly chosen 
pots were at approximately 60 % water holding capacity. Plants were infested with 
aphids ever,y week, two weeks after sowing. The results of this bioass~ are recorded 
in Tables III and IV. 
RESUL'l'S. 
'!'able III. 'fhe Pera1atence and Efficiency of Side and Infurrov Placements of 
Phorate and Iaolan indicated b,y the number of replicates from each 
treatment showing aphid establishment at intervals after treatment. 
Weeks after !reataent 2 , 4 5 6 7 8 
Insecticide Placement Rate Bo. of Replicates Ibs. a.1./acre 
Phorate inturrov 1 0 0 0 2 4 4 5 
2 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 
, 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 
aide 1 , 4 2 4 4 5 5 
2 2 2 2 2 , 5 5 
, 2 1 , , , 4 5 
Iaolan in1'urrow 1 0 0 0 0 5 5 5 
2 0 0 0 0 , 4 5 
, 0 0 0 0 0 2 5 
aide 1 0 1 , , 4 5 5 
2 0 0 2 2 , 5 5 
, 0 0 0 1 , 4 4 
Control 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 
!able Il'. '!'he effect of Seeding Rates on Persistence of Phorate and Iaolan 
recorded. 88 the JlUDlber of replicates that show aphid estabUahllellt, 
at interYala after treatment. 
Insecticide Sowing Rate Weeks after Treatllallt bushels/acre 
2 , 4 5 6 7 8 
Phorate 1! 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 
(2 lbs. a.i./acre) , 0 0 1 2 , , , 
Iaolan 1t 0 0 0 0 0 2 4 
(2 Ibs. a.i./acre) , 0 0 0 0 2 , 5 
Control 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 
'!'he reaults giTen in Table III are self explanatory. Infurrow applications 
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of phorate and Ieolan gave efficient and persistent control. Phorate SOYD at the 
s1de of the eeed. regardless of rates, was not taken up by plants in all replicates 
and gave inefficient control throughout the experilll8D.t. Isolan on the other hand. 
plaeecl in the .... position gave excellent control at all rates for at leut a IIOIlth 
after sori.Dg. With side placement of Iaolan there appeared to be no unifol'll 
increase in pe:re1stence with increasecl rates of application. The OYer-all 
persistence of various application rates in comparison vi th infurrov applicat1olU1 
waa marked17 recluced. 
!rends obeerved froa data presented in Table IV suggest that for phorate. 
persistence decreases vi th increased SOWing rates, but this cHd. not effect the 
persistence ot I.olan. This difference ~ be due to phorute's low solub1lit,r 
in v.ter whieh locali ... it, at or near the site of application. With a hearter 
SOWing rate there is a corresponding increase in root density, and it sq vell be 
that roots of so_ plants are screened away from the localised depoei ts of phorate 
by roots of other plants in the same replicate. On the other hand Isolan being 
vater soluble, per.eatee the soil and so ~ be available to a larger uuaber of 
plants and area of roots. 
EXPEIllIlD'1' 4. 
DUIC1I. 
EPPlCIEBCY AID PERSISTENCE or SURFACE APPLICATION '1'0 SOIL. 
This experi_nt vas laid down to investigate the persistence and efficienc,. 
of systemic inaecticide granules applied to the soil surface. 
Preparation of pots and soving rates of seed were si.11ar in this experimen.t 
to those in E%pariaent ,. Ieolan, phorate and a non-treated control vere the 
treataents laid out vi thin thie erper.:l.aent. !he three rates at vhich phorate and 
leolan vera sown vera the same as in the prececling experiment. All ratea plus 
the control tnataent had 5 replicates. Plants vere treated at the true thr .. leaf 
stage. Watering vas carried out daily with a fine overhead spray. Care vas taken 
not to vash the insecticide !rom the pots, vhen watering. Plante vere infested 
vi th aphids fourteen d811l atter treataent and frOll then on at veekl,. intervale. 
Table V .hon the results of this e:z:per1ment. 
'!'able' Efficiency and Persistence of Phorate and I.olan applied at soil 
surface as indicated by the number of replicates on which aphids 
aatabUsh at 7 day intervals after treataent. 
10. of Weeka atter 'l'reatllent 2 ., 4 5 
Insecticide Rate 110. of Repl10ataa lba.a.i./acrs 
Phorate 1 4 5 5 5 
2 2 5 5 5 
., ., 5 5 5 
Isolan 1 0 0 1 4 
2 0 0 0 1 
., 0 0 0 0 
Control 5 5 5 5 
6 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
2 
5 
Phorate gays inefficient control. !his w .. thought to be due to the low water' 
solubility of pborate, vhioh prevented it being washed readily fnTo the root SOlle. 
Another factor that IUI7 contribute to the poor control given by phorate is its 
propensi ty to become bound vi thin the top soil so preventing it reaching the 
abeorpti'Y8 root sone. Isolan on the other hand gave good control. 1 lb. a.1./acre 
gave efficient control up to three weeks atter treabent. It. treatment of 2 la. 
a.1./acre gave control for five veeks atter treatment, and ., Ibs. a.i./acre 811" 
control for six weeks. !he length of persistency vas less than previously shown 
when Isolan w .. applied as an inf'urrov treatment. 'fbis difference in persistency is 
probably due to yolatilisation and breakdown by temperature and light, to vhich the 
insecticide w .. exposed when placed on the soil surfaCe. 
EXPERIKEIf! 5. 
DBSIGI. 
IJf'1'EDlLAftOI OF EFPICIEBCl' .AlQ) PHY'!OfJ.'OXICITT. 
&x:perJ.ment 5 was laid down folloving the results of B:z:pertments ., and 4 wi thin 
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this section, and of trials oarried out on the phytotono effects of phor.te SOlf'll 
... i th the seed. An effort ... ." made to try to posi tion phorate a ... ay froa the eeed 
to aYoid phytotoxioity, III'ld .t the s_ ti_ obtain effioient oontrol. 
Six replioates .... re used in .ach phorate treatment. Phorate ... as placed in 
the seed turrow,tbeneath the seed. and llixed unifonaly into the top 80il 1Jaaec1.iately 
surrounding the eee4. 2 lbs. a.i./aore were used. A non-treated oontrol consisting 
of six replicates ..... ad.dec1. to the experi.llent aDd pots .... re subjected to 18°C. All 
pots ... ere sown with five plants, and 80il ... as kept at ~ .... ter holding capacity, 
(see Exper:l.aen t 1). 
RESULTS. 
Resul ts showed that the llU1Iber and rate of germination of the plants. ill 
non-treated pots, did not differ trom the treatment in which phorate W811 1d.zec1. 
throughout the top soil. When phorate was sown in the seed furrow and beneath 
the seed, gel'llination was observed to be slower and reduced. Both treata.nte gaye 
efficient in! tial oontrol. Phorate mixed uniformly throughout the top soil aeeaed 
to be the more prom1siDg of all treatments, when taking into conaideratioD etficiency 
of control and. pbytotonoi ty _ Btficienoy ot control was observed by oagLng aphids 
on the plant for only' 2 weeks after sowing. !he experiment was then discontinued. 
DISCUSSIOI or RESUL!S. 
Efficient control of R. pad1 (L.) on barley, wheat and oats W88 g1V8D 'by 
phorate and laolan when applied 88 furrow applications at the time of sovine-
'1'h1a efficient control of aphids was recorded at rates of 1, 2 and. , lbs. a.i./acre. 
Wi th increasec1. rates of application a corresponding increase in the peraistence of 
control was recorded. Phorate applied to wheat and oate at 1 lb. a.L/acre gaye 
efficient control of aphids for six weeks, while' lbo. a.1./acre gave efficient 
control for eisht weeks at which tille the experiment was abandoned. Isolan.t the 
same rates of application ... as not as persistent tlS phorate. 1'he 1 lb. a.i./acre 
treatment of Isolan ..... shown to be ineffective at the 4-5 ... eek period, ... hile the 
, lbs. a.1./&ore rate gave 7-8 weeks protection, after which time it ..... recorded 
aa inefficient. 
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This ditterence in pe:rsistence between phorate and Isolo .8.7 be a Nsult ot 
properties ot the insecticide and granular base. Granular propertiee baYe a direct 
bearing on the speed with which insecticide is released, (Zaki BDd Reynolds. 1961). 
Calci te, in COIDpari8OD with attapulg1 te ia recognised as a slow release gr&:llUl.e 
because it ia aore alowly diaaolved and broken down in the soil. Attapulg1 te 
gives a tast :releue ot insecticide as it disintegrates under mist cODdi tions, but 
as phorate haa a low water solubtlit.y and thus a slow and reatricted JIO~t 
throU&h s011, thia property is nullitied. Conversely Isolan being miacible in .ater, 
although basad on calCite is quickly disaolved tro. the granule and permeates the 
a011. Under constant watering, necessitated by glasahouse conditions, Iaolan _,. 
be leached. out ot the root Ilone area. Reynolda and Metcalt (1962) reported that 
due to this taotor aoil applied insectiCides With low 'Water solubili V gaye lION 
persistent control ot aphids. Another tactor that could have some bearing on the 
lower persiatence ot Iaolan compared wi th phorate 1s the nature of the soil in 
which the experiaent wu carried out. So11 used in these experiaents wu a 
If_pleton s11 t 10... Getllin and Chapaan (1960) observed that Isolan was bou:IId 
aore readily in cl.,...,- silt 10_ than all other soils. It is possible that 1I0re 
Isolan ....,. be adsorbed and bound than phorate in this t.ype ot soil. 
10 clear ditterences were distinguishable between the pe:rsistency ot phorate 
&Dd Isolan under barl.,., oats and wheat. A trend was observed vi th barl.,. that 
persistence ot control was shorter with this cereal than with wheat aDd oats. 
!he ditterence was not great, and before any conclusion could be drawn, further 
field and green-house trials would have to be carried out. 
Side 4reasings ot phorate were shown to be inefticient regardless ot 
application rate, and this vas thought to be due to a slow release and penetration 
by the insecticide through the soil into the root Ilooe. Isola 00 the other haDd, 
wi th its taster release granule and being II1scible with water, ga'Ye excellent 
control al though it wu not as persis tent as inturrow applications. 
The persistence ot phorate and Isolan was shown to be atfected by tempera~. 
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In Experiment , it .. as shown that plants in phorate and Iso1an treataent., subject 
to 240C, lost their tonci ty to aphids lIore rapidly than silli1ar17 treated plante 
subject to a tell,perature of 1 ,0C. Treatments of phorate and Iso1an at 240C did 
not give efficient control after five weeks, while the SBae treatments at 1,OC gave 
1~ control ... en weeka after sowing, after which time the experi .. nt ... 
abandoned. 
In treatments subject to 240C, watering was carried out more frequent17 in 
order to ainta1n the soil at 6r:d- i'ie1d capacity. 'l'h.1s increased rate of .. ateriDe 
may have cauaed leaching of sOlIe of the insecticide froa the soil which .... a t:ree 
draining aixture of perlite and Templeton silt loam. Other avenues of 10.. of 
phorate and. Iao1an from the soil which are intensified under higher t_peratu.re8 
are:- vapour los., (Harris et a1. 1961), increased uptake from the aoi1, (ftets, 
1954), and Bubaequent breakdovn (Fuku to, ,t 11. 1 961 ) . 
An. incre .. e in 801fing density appeU'ed to give a decrease in persia tence of 
phorate, but no :aarked difference with Iso1an. 'fbis 11,81' be due to a screerdDg 
effect given by increased density of plant roots, keepiug other roote awq 1'raa 
the phorate 'epoei te. The reason for Iso1an not exhi bi ting this, could be due to 
its Blore rapid release froa the granule, together with its .. ater 801ubi1i V • 
faCilitating ite moftmfmt through the Boil and so being available to all roots in 
contras t wi th a 'Y8%'Y localised deposi t of the insoluble phorate, (Burt e' 11. 1960). 
Applications of phorate and Iao1e to the top of the soil followed by dai17 
.. atering, gave good control frOli Iao1an, but poor control froll phonte. 1801_ 
applied in this .. ~ gave good initial. control but its persistence "88 of shorter 
duration than when applied as an inturrov application under siai1ar CODditiODB. 
'J.'bi. difference is probably due to increased. volatilisation from the gr&IIU.l .. when 
exposed to the ataoaphere. The poor control registered froa surface applications 
of phorate aay be a direct result of the toxins slo.. IIlOvement through the aoi1 due 
to its inso1uhi1i ty in vater. A further factor that m.q effect aphid control 
froll so11 8urface applications of phorate is the binding of the phorate ill the 
top inch of soil and so not reach the root zone. 
Various plec_nta of' iDBecticide in relation to the aeed, vere carried out 
to obeerve if' good initial control could be obtained tvo veeks after a..rgeace 
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wi thout the ruW. ting }\bTtotoxic 87Japtoas of' alow an.d reduced gel'lliDBtioll. '!IdII 
e:zperiment vu carried out with phont.. It was obae"ed that inturrow and beneath 
the aeed applicatiODS gare ef'ficient control of' aphida at the two week period 
atter Boving. but retarded germination. IDBecticide, applied to the 8ide of' the 
aeed gaye ineff'icient control of aphids, while phorate mixed into the top aoil 
aurrounding the aeed gaye good control at the two week period without the 
accOll:p&JJ¥iDg pbJ'totox:1c 8J1IPtOll. Reaul ta on phytotoxic aY1lPto_ in Exper.lJlellt 5 
are aerely obaenatiODB. However it does ae .. plausible that in treatllenta that 
have low cOllCentratiOZUl of' phorete in contact or in the near proxilli V of the 
gel'llinatiDg aeed would be less detrimental to germination, (aee Part III). 
PART II 
AN INVESTIGATION ON THE 
CONTACT AND FUM~ 
TOXICITY 
OF 
PHORATB AND ISOLAN 
48. 
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CHAP'rER 4 
REVIEW OF LI'l'ERA'J.'ORE AlfD omODS 
IlITRODUC'l'IOI. 
An effort .8.8 aade to evaluate the relative contact and fume tonoi ties of 
phorate aDd Iaolan as these insecticides could be readily applied b7 orop apray1Dg. 
dustiDg or top!resaiDg of granules. Such treatments would have the great advantage 
of allenatiD« the probl_ of COJDII1 tting the faraer to aphid control before it ... 
known that auch control W8.8 necessary in any particular season. 
Malathion was ueed as a buis of comparison for contact toxic! ty 8.8 this 
substance 1a a well-known contact aphicide. 
RMEW OF LI1'ERA'fUU. 
No work has been located in the literature on the oontact toxici~ of Iaolan 
and phorat. to aphids. Results of the aph1cidal properties of theae aompouDda, 
recorded from field trials following apraying, reflect the efficiency of two aodes 
of action for theae insecticides, namely contact toxici~, and oral toxiait,y 
following .,..atea1c action. Hovever, reaul ts such as these give DO indicatiOD of 
the contact tox1cit,y of theae materials. 
Phorat. and Isolan are renowned for their toxic1 ty to II.-als reaul tiDg 
f!'Oll the absorption through the akin. Gordan and Eldefravi (1960) obael'Yed that 
Iaolan was a powertul contact insecticide when applied topically to !yaca 401!'t1oa, 
Blatella amp1 0a and Oncopeltus fgioa1a.ts. Anderson and Atkin (1960) fOtmd 
that bees when subjected to Isolan dust produced high mortalities. Iaolan has been 
shown to be a relatively speaific insectiCide when applied in sprB7B. van de Trie 
( 196') reported that Iaolan had no direct effect on predator,r '.rJ'I?Qlodnw14 111 tea. 
Ankerslli t, Locher, T.thule and Zwart (196') also foum that byaenopteroue parasi tes 
and predatora were Dot effeated to e.ny great extent b7 Iaolan spraJ'8. laola has 
been observed to be a lIore effiCient contact than a systea1c aphic1de. Good. aphid 
control h .. been recorded at lower concentrations than when sy,temic actin tJ' was 
detected, (Anon 1962). 
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Phorate has also been reported to be a powerful contact insecticide. A.reekul 
and llarwooc1 (1962), obs.rved that phorate vas toxic vhen topically applied to 
TariOua i_eat. uae4 in bioassay work. Metcalf and Pukuto (1960) fOWld. phorate 
vas toxic to "kMnhUl Blang. bea do_tic! and other insecta when topically 
applied to their cuticle. Phorate's contact toxicity to Jlluaca dM!'UC! w .. 
substantiated by Bowman and Casida, (1959). 
Both phorate and Isolan haTe been shown to eat t fumes that are tonc to AM1. 
fabU_ (Anon, 1961). Etheridge (1961) substantiated this property ot Iaolan in 
teata with other species of aphids. Cook, (1959), observed that phorate grauulea 
control the pea aphid on lucern when it is applied topically to the plant. Th1a 
author reporied that control was effected by the toxic twaea eai tted fra the 
phorate grBDUles. Si.Uer clai_ have been aade by JIIulholland., (pers.coa. 196') 
who controlled the cereal aphid on wheat with aerial applications of phorate 
g!'8DUles. Schroeder (pers. COBl. 196') and Hall (pers. com. 1964) also reported aphid 
control fro. ru... e.1tted by pborate following field application of graaulea. 
Lindley (1962) alao fOUDd that topical applications of phorate granules gave 
efficient CODtrol of Iz:Da per!1CU. Reynolds, Pukuto aDd Peterson (1960) ola1lled. 
excellent OODtrol of Ir!us peraica. on sugar beet following topical applicatioDB of 
phorate grama!es. .Analyais of the treated vegetation led these authors to the 
opiB1oa that control resulting frca phorate applied in this aanner v .. due to the 
syat!Jll1c ad twliga.nt properties of this tOxicant, while ita contact action played 
11 ttle or no part in the overall control obtained. However. other authol'll are of 
the opinion that topdreeaing of granules depends on oontact and tu.ae toxic1 ty of 
phorat. rath.r than ita systeJB1c effect for control. 
omo»S. 
Contact Tonet ty. 
The topical application technique used vas developed by Harrison (1961). 
Application of thia ttchn1que required the construction of a selt-filling micro-
pipette. '!'his couiated of a capillary tube fixed. and s.aled into a holdiDg tube 
to which coapres8ed air was introduced to eject the solution from the capillar.r tube. 
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The cap1llary tube vas aelf-filliDg due to cap1llar,y acHOIl. Construction of this 
fine .. aaure vas ach1aTed b7 drawing out 801 ten "P,yre:a:tt tubiDg to the required 
di_tar. !he di_ter vas _asured under a binocular lIicroecope atter vhich the 
necessary leDgth vas cut. LeDgthv1se _asurera&n t of the tube vas &ccoaplished 
with a m1c~ter acrew gauge. 
file leragth of cap111ar.r tube of known diaseter was cut so that the vol ... 
vas appro:a:i_tel,. V40th of the test organ181lSbody weight. '!'he av.rage veight of a 
mature apterowa aphid vas 6.4 DIg. 
Various 801 vent. ln vhich to di880l va the three insecticides vere acre ... 
for the followiDg properties: 
(a) DOll-tone to aphids; 
(b) would dl8801ve pIlonte, I.olan and malathion; 
(c) eat17 to apply to the teat insects; 
(d) poss ..... a sufflclently lov vapour pressure to avoid 10888s b.T 
aTaporation .hen ieatiDg. 
I:eroeene v.. of little use as 1 t vould not di8sol va malatbiOll or I.olD. In 
cOIIpar1.on cloft 011 had all the properties of the required solvent but .as ver.J 
1118881, and a)lb.1cla in control treatment a dled froa being stuck: to the walla of the 
post treatment cacea. Added dieadYaDtagea vere that a residual uOUDt of oU could 
not be e:a:pelled. trOll the needle, and the oU would not spread ..... enly onto the 
cuticle of the aph1d. Jllethyl cyanide and :xylol vere found to be Vf1r7 aui table 
solvents but UDder high t_peratuJtea evaporated quickly. 17101 was eventual17 Wled, 
and provicled t_tiDg was carried out on cool clays or in the cool of the e"t'8D1Dg 
and the operation took not aore than 12 to 15 seccmds to treat each ind1'1'1dual, 
then losa_ fro. aTaporation vere negligible. 
17101 when applied to the cuticle diffused so rapidly through the cutiole 1t'U 
that no dry1Dg period vas needed before placing aphids into the recovel'J' eontaiDer. 
'feat aolutions .ere aade up 1nJ.tia117 on a veight/volUIIIJ baa1a, anc1 
subsequently diluted to the required concentration. langea of conoentraUOBB of 
test aoluti0D8 were estimated by saall trial and error teata. Solutiona were feel 
into the oapilllU'1' needle by •• ans of a vire loop. A fila of aolution ... fo!'llecl 
Vi thin the loop by' dlpping into the test solutlons. When this vaa brought in 
contact with the needle it vas drawn through the needle bY' capill817 aotion.. 
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Insecta for testlng vere held in place by' a suction tube. It vaa ahovn that 
If the holding tube vas aade from. thick valled glass and ground flat at the auction 
eDd, the oowrrence of cutlcle rupture of aphids vas reduced. Aph1ds vere p:lcked 
up by' the d.onal slde of the abdOllen by this piece of apparatus and treated on the 
.... ntral sUe of the abcloaen. After treatment the aphids were dropped. Into a 
container bT cuttlng off the suction preaaU1"e to the holding tube. 
Aphids vere plaoecl for a 24 hour poat treatment perlod in 'Cllppa' plaatic 
containere fltted with clap-oD. 11ds. '!'he centre of these soft plastic 11ds vas 
cut out aDd 11;1100 _sh placed on the inslde of the 11d when eeallng the conta1ner, 
thus leaY1Dg air acceaa through. the 11d and ~lon _0. Plant _terial on vblch 
the aphids could feed during the recoftZ7 period vas also encloaed, Conta1nera 
vera then placed. In a cablnet set at 1 sOC aDd 9OJ' relative hua141 ty • 
I'uae 'roxici V • 
An endeavour vas llade to 88aeaa the fwligant tox1c1 ty of both phorate IlD4 
Iaolan.. B01I'8't'8r there appears to be no solvent in vhich all these coapouD4a could 
be dl1uted. wbich dld not have vapour. tonc to the aphid. To get over this 
41fflcul V a Jmown velght of Insecticlde vas dlasol vad In chlorof01'll ad aade up 
to known coaoentratiou. 0.25 III of these Insecticide solutiona vere then :run 
(Nt onto fUte paper. Ifhe fl1ter paper vas rapidly dried UDder a cool fan ad. 
placed in a 250 III fiuk. leaving a resldue of Insecticlde. Into the top of thia 
fiuk vas fl tted. • quick-fl t jolnt with a 6 Inch length of 2 inch diaeter alas. 
tube.. A c1ntered Class parti tion vas placed 4 Inches up this tube BD4 the eDd of 
the tube capped.. 
Aphid. for t .. tiDg were dropped throUBh the neck of the tube onto the clntered 
glaaa plate. !he flask V88 sealed by replaclng the ground glass cap. 
'fIrenv aphids were used in each fi .. k. Pluke after treatMnt vere plaoed 
in a cablnet at 180C and left for 12 hours. 
A OODtrol vas incorporated into each test to which chlorofora had been added 
8Dd evaporated troll the paper fll tel'. 
Teat 
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C B APT E R 5 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
CONTACT TOXICITY. 
The number of deaths for each concentration of insecticide was 88sessed 
and the percentage deaths oorrected by Abbott's formula· . 
This data was then transformed., and the percentage mortali ty baaed on a 
probit scale and the percentage concentration on a log scale. With this 
transformation a straight line regression was calculated. according to Busvine 
(1957). Data was checked with the X2 test for homogenity, and 9~ confidence 
leyels were estimated at the LD50 and LD95. These two mortality leYels were 
chosen as an index of comparison of the three insecticides. 
Tables I and II giye the results of observed data and important 
determinations after analysis. Log/probi t regression lines for each insectiCide 
are ahown in J'igure 3. 
Table I Results of Topical Application of Xylol solutions of rsolan, Phorate, 
and Malathion to Adult Apterae 0" BholilalPeUbam, padi (L.) 
Jlala thi on Phorate 1aolan 
10. 01'1 '" ~ Correct IfO.O~ % % Correct lo.ofl % ~ Correct 
Insects Cone Mort. ~ Mort. Insecta Conc. Mort. f, 'lort. Insec ts C onc. Mort. ~ Mort. 
30 0.08 90 89.6 30 0.06 93.3 93.3 30 0.008 96.6 96.35 
30 0.06 82.1 81.0 30 0.040 83.3 83.3 30 0.006 90.0 89.20 
28 0.04 64.' 63.0 30 0.020 63.3 63.3 30 0.004 80.0 78.58 
28 0.02 75· 7:5.24 30 0.006 13.3 13.3 30 0.002 6'.' 56.1 
'0 0.01 11.4 8.33 30 0.004 6.6 6.6 30 0.00CJ3 20 14.'4 
30 0 '.33 '0 0 0 '0 0 6.6 
*.!2it.: Holding cages were suspected of being contaadnated. 
Resul ts were therefore not used in analysis of data. 
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Log/probit regression lines shoVing the relative 
contact toxicities of malathion, phorate and Isolan 
7-0 
6-0 
PROBIT MORTALITY 
4-0 
PR081T MORTALITY lOG CONCENTRATION REGRESSION LINES 
phorate ----
Isolan 
malathion - -
·2 -4·6 · 9 
fable II Results ot Analysis ot Data from fable I giving a Comparison ot 
'ox1c1 ties ot !hree Insectic1des at LD50 and LD95. 
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Iuectic1de wr/graa ~ U«/gna ~ Regreas10n ComparisOD Comparison 
of Aphid Conf1dence ot Aphid Confidence Coetf1c1ent w1th nth 
at LD50 L1m1ta at 1iD95 tillite Xalatb10n Phorate 
LD50 JJ)95 IJ)5O LD95 
JIIalatb10n 0.890 + 0.141 '.294 + 1.282 2.886 
- 0.120 - 1.340 - - - -
Phonte 0.'94 + 0.069 1.728 + 0.592 2.538 2.25 1.90 
- 0.065 - 0.442 - -
Isolan 0.0486 + 0.0068 .1955 + 0.0569 2.624 18.,1 16.84 8.11 6.86 
- 0.0089 - 0.0740 
!he reaults of LD50 and LD95 are expressed as .ug. of 1nsectic1de per gram 
ve1ght ot aphi.s. One cram of aphid represents approXi.ately 154 mature apterae. 
When logari tha doses are converted to actual dose. the 95% contidence range 1s otf-
centre 1n respect to the LD levels, i.e. LD50 and LD95. (see Table II). 
FlJD fOXICITr. 
PUmas aris1ng from .25 ml of O.1~ and O.01~ of phorate and Isol.o solut1oDB 
at 18OC. over a period ot twelve hoUI'B gave 1~ kill of aphids, wh1le the controls 
registered no kills. 
DISCUSSIOIJ. 
It w .. evident when compar1ng aalatb10n and phonte at the 1iD50 l .. el that 
phorate under these laboratoZ"7 cond1tions, was at least 2.25 iill8s as toxic as 
aal.atb1on. At the LD95 level phorate was 1.90 time. as tone sa malathion. Bowever 
cospariDC' the two at the LD95 level 1 t w .. shown that the lover conf1dence 11111 t of 
malathion -J"188 with the higher 11111 t of phorate. Iaolan when COIlpa.rK with 
malathion at the LDSO level vas 18.,1 tiM. as tox1c, and at the LD95 leTal 1t w .. 
16.84 tie. as toxic. Iaolan vhen cospared with phorate w .. 8.11 times as 
etfective at the 1iD50 and. 8.86 at the LD95. 
'or f1eld ___ ent froll laboratory data the LD95 level of comparie .. 18 
more val1d .. 1 t 18 nearer the range for a 1 ~ control at which moat f1eld 
appl1cations are aimed. 'f'h1s laboratory &a.essment of contact torlc1 1:)" gives onl7 
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a pointer to the relative values of various insecticides, and is only of use for 
screening insecticides for use in the field. Under field conditions other chemical 
properties have a large bearing on the performance of insecticides in relation to 
control. Both phorate and raolan are very volatile and Isolan is vater soluble, 
hence the superiority sxhibited b.y Isolan as contact apb1cides, over the other two 
insecticides in the laboratory may not be substantiated in the field. 
Pwaes ot both phorate and bolen are very todc as shown b.y 1 ()(),t death. ot 
aphids subjected to fumes of 0.25 ml of 0.1~ and O.01~ of phorate and Isolan 
solutions. In the field excellent control has been recorded for phorate fUmes, 
(Mulholland pers.com. 1964, and Schroeder pers.com. 1964). 
As techaical produ~ts of phorate and Isolan are very efficient contact and 
fwligant aphicides under laboratory condi tiona it must be concluded that as foliar 
applications of granules,dusts or sprays both materials should perform creditably, 
under field conditions. 
PART III 
THE PHYTOTOXICITY 
OF 
mORATE AND ISOLAN GRANULES 
APPLIED TO THE SOIL 
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C HAP T E R 6 
REVIEW OF LITERA'l'tJRE AND METHODS 
INTRODUCTION. 
This section w&s devoted to investigating the phytotoxic effects of phorate 
and Isolan as granulated soil applied systemics. Compatibilit,y with plant growth 
is a prime requisite for all systemic insecticides. 
REVIEW OF LITDA'l'tJRE. 
With the discovery of stable and efficient contact and systemic insecticides 
developed the practice of soil and seed insecticide applications. Rowever some 
insecticides under certain conditions were shown to be phytotoxic to the plant. 
The degree of phytotoxicity appears to depend on:-
(a) The species of plant being treated. 
(b) The insecticide used and the formulation of it. 
(c) !he en\'1ronmental condi tions under which the insecticide is applied. 
Some plants are more prone to damage than others. Lange et ale (1949) showed 
that some species of beans were more susceptible to damage by crude BHC than other 
plants. Hall (1951) observed that carnations and tomatoes developed a number of 
abnormalities when subjected to 8pr~8 of TEPP and HEPP. This claim was 
substantiated by Brook and Anderson (1947). Reynolds et ale (1957) observed that 
sorgum seed when coated with phorate, 5,ystox and Disyston gave a very poor stand 
when compared with cotton, alfalfa and sugar beet, while the emergence of soya beans 
from coated seed. w&s almost a complete failure. 
Bardiner (1964) showed that prior and during germination phorate can enter the 
developing embryo of wheat seed, while mustard seed possesses a testa impermeable 
to phorate. This may be one reason why certain species of seeds are tolerant to 
the phytotoxic effects of insecticides. 
Symptoms and severity of damage vary with the chemical used. Kostoff (1948) 
working vi th various graminaceous plants showed that BBC caused a depression in 
stem and root growth due to abnormal miotic divisions resulting in polyploidy. 
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Zimmerman !t a!. (1947) reported that TIPP and BEPP induced epinasty in over 
twenty species that were treated. With tomatoes and carnations Hall (1951) reoorded 
that treatment by TEPP and BIPP produced epinasty, very branched flower branches, 
thick leathery sepals and prominent ovaries containing mature seeds, while the rest 
of the plant was still vegetative. Reduction in germination resulting from 
granular or seed applications of Disyston and phorate was observed with wheat by 
Bardiner (1960), Brown (1957, 1960); and on cotton by Parencia et a4. (1957), 
Reynolds et ale (1957), Zaki and Reynolds (1961), Leigh (1963), and Hacskaylo and 
Ranney (1961). stunted growth and retarded germination in wheat were reoorded by 
Brown (1960). Wallace (1962), Leigh (1963), Harwood and Bruehl (1961) and 
Hacsk~lo ej ale (1961) working with cotton seed treated with phorate observed a 
retarded effect on germination. Marginal burning of cotton and sugar beet arising 
from seed treatments or granular applications of phorate has been observed (Zaki 
and Reynolds 1961, Parencia et al. 1957, Ripper 1957, and Anon 1961). 
Wallace (1960) showed that germination of subterranean clover was suppressed 
by Hetasystox and Sayfos, the former having the greater effect. Slight stunting 
and loss of colour were evident in the seedlings but these recovered quickly. 
Phorate vas relatively non-phytotoxic to subterranean clover. 
Arneson et d. (1947) showed BBC treated potato tubers gave a poor sprouting 
reaponse. Systox was also observed to affect the sprouting response and gaTe 
leaf burning when applied as a seed soak to tubers (Klostermeyer 1953). Poor 
germination was recorded from potato tubers treated with dust and granules of phorate 
(Pond 1963, Pigotti and Orlando 1962). Burt et ala (1960) have encountered poor 
grovth rates with seed potatoes saved from Disyston and phorate treated plants. 
The various fOl'llulations of insectiCides have been shown to exhibit Yar.yiDg 
propensities to introduce phytotoxiCity. Hocking (1949) proTed that the .altoraations 
induced by crude BHC were caused by trichloro benzene metabolites of the alpha isomer. 
Hence when only the ga.ma isomer of lindane vas used this damage was reduoed. 
Dimethoate was shown to be more phytotOXiC than phorate or Systox. Ripper (1957) 
claims that in general phorate does not appear to be as phytotoxic as Disyston. 
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Bardiner (1960) aonaiders that the two most important ~actors influencing the 
phytotoxicity arising ~rom seed coat applications are :-
(a) Concentrations o~ the active ingredient adhering to the seed. 
(b) Variations in the release o~ insecticides ~rom the ~ormulated material 
The variations under (b) can be subdivided into :-
(i) Di:fferences in the am01.il.nt o~ insecticioe penetrating the seed coat before 
germination. 
(ii) Variations in the speed at which the insecticide becomes available ~or 
absorption by the plant or aeed. 
By using slow release stickers such as P.V.A. and Aroclor for seed coat 
treatments, Bardiner (1960) demonstrated that phorate and carbon when applied to 
wheat seed reduced the phytotoxicity and increased perSistence. Zaki and Reynolds 
(1%1), working with phorate, Systox, and dimethoate granules formulated on 
vermiculite, showed these to be more phytotoxic than when ~ormulated on attacl~. 
The former gives a much faster release of insecticide. Brown (1960) observed that 
phorate granules applied at more than 1 lb a.i./acre tended to increase phytotoxioity 
producing a more stunted p18~t. 
Seed treatment is in general more toxic than granular applications (Ripper 
1957, Brown 1960, and Zaki and Reynolds 1961). Reynolds et ale (1957) found that 
dimethoate applied as an emulsion was more phytotoxic than seed treatment or 
granular applications. 
The enviromental oonditions under which the insectioide is applied to the 
soil is o~ paramount importance in the occmrrence o~ pnytotoxioity. Ripper (1957) 
reports that temperature and moiature influence germination of treated cotton. 
Under conditions that were near optimum for cotton germination (750 to 80o.F at 30 % 
field capacity) the reduction resulting from seed treatment Was negligible. However 
under more adverse conditions (60 to 650p atW-70 % field capacity) phorate seed 
treatment caused a large reduotion in germination (Ripper 1957). Haesk~lo and 
Ranney (1961) observed that cotton seed germination was higher with moisture levels 
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of 5~ of field capacit.y than with 15%. Cotton stands from phorate treated seed, 
germinated at 110 to 860 r. and at 59% field capacity showed no reduction in 
germination. Phorate treated seed showed a marked reduction in the rate and 
percentage of germination when cotton was sprouted at 670 to 72o:r. at 5a' field 
capaci ty; this reduction vas aggravated still further by an increase in soil 
moisture to 7~ water holding capacit.y. Reduction of germination under these 
condi tiona may increase wi th use of interior seed. 
The apparent phytotoxicity of BRC was found to be reduced by the addition of 
a t'Ung1cide to the seed with seed treatment. Adkisson (1958) working with cotton 
observed that if the seed was treated with nanbam before soil or seed treatment vi th 
Disyston or phorate a better germination resulted. Allen et a1. (196') foUDd. that 
sugar beet seed treated with diuinon or phorate showed reduced gel'lllination, but 
that with the addition of captan a better stand resulted. Erwin. Reynolds, and 
Garber (1961) reported phorate or a product resulting from its degradation 
predisposes the cotton seed to attack by a pathogen of Pxthiull species which reduces 
emergence. 
Soil factors have been shown to be very important in ascertaining whether a 
given dose of insecticide when applied to the seed or soil will be toxic to the plant. 
Disyston and phorate gave varying pbytotoxic syaptoms when applied to differing 
soil types. 'l'he aeveri ty of damage in relation to soil type followed in decreasing 
order: saDdy loam ') loamy fine sand ) s11 t.y loam )olay 10", (Zak:i and Reynold a 
1961). Thia order is very similar to that observed by Casida .t .l.. (1952) for the 
aaount of insecticide taken up from various soils. This gradation of phytotoxicity 
resulting from applications made to various types of SOil, is probably a reBUl t of 
the aaount of insecticide which is released and is unattached to the soil. Wi th 
light aandy aoila leas of the released insecticide will be bound, as the quantit.y 
of soil colloids on which the insecticide may be adsorbed is less than with 
heavy texture soils, and thus more is taken up by the plant. 
Various practices have been eaployed to lessen phytotoxicit,r of different 
chemicals. Of these practices the placement of the insecticide in relation to the 
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position of the seed, is the most important. The insecticide is not brought in 
contact with the plant until after germination when the seed is less prone to damage. 
As the roots spread, the inaecticide should be in such a position that the roots 
COllUl in contaot with it and absorb it. Reynolds et a1. (1957) showed that with 
sugar beet. cotton and alfalfa the spraying of an emulsion on the soil prior to 
sOving gave a good control and a low incidence of phytotoxicity as compared with 
resul ts when the 8IIIUlsion was sprayed on the seed at the time of sowing. Similar 
resul ta were tound with granules broadcast over the 80il prior to planting c.t. 
furrow treatment. Barding and Wolfenbargen (1963) outlined three ways ot applying 
systemics, allot which gave good control: 
(a) Inf'Urrov beneath or next to the germinating seed. 
(b) Side-dreas application atter the plant has emerged. 
(c) Soil or surtace application at the time of planting or prior to irrigation. 
Zald and Reynolds (1961) shoved that phorate and Disyston applied ten daya after 
planting of cotton seeds had no effect on germination coapared with in seed furrow 
application, but gave efficient control of insects. 
Ixcellent results have been achieved in insect control by sowing either below 
or at the Bide of the seed. Brown (1960) conaiders that the nearer the phorate 
granules are plaoed to the seed the better the control. fsu and You (1962) obaerved. 
when sowing phorate granules in three separate positions relative to the seed: 
i.-ediately below the seed. 1 cm. UDder the seed, and 3 cm. to one side ot the 
cotton seed, that germination was reduced in the seeds in the tirst tvo positions. 
Orovth atillulation with phorate has been reported by Brown (1957) and (1960) 
who showed that treating wheat for hessian fly control gave an increase in plant 
growth. '1'h1s incre ... could not be attributed to hessian fly control .. the 
increase occurred vi th the resistant variety Ponca. Wallace (1960) when treating 
Dvalgenup subterranean clover with Systox and .et88ystox to seeds for control of 
S$ijlru.a JUj.dul noted, that after three months there was a 3~ and 24~ increue 
respectively in plant weight. Smaller differences were shawn for pborl'lte and Sayfoa 
treated seeds grown outside. Wallace (1961) is of the opinion that this phenOllBDon 
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is tied up with an influence on the rhizosphere. Zald. and Reynolds (1961) noted an 
increase in the growth rate of cotton, treated with Disyston and phorate. !his may 
be an etfect on the micro-organisms of the soil. Hacskaylo and stewart (1957) 
recorded that cotton seed treated with phorate was not effected by RQ!soctgpia 
polani. Ervin, Reynolds and Garber (1959) reported that in soil infested with 
R. sol!D1, phorate increased cotton stands. Hacsk~lo and stewart (1962) showed that 
phorate treatment of cotton controlled RbiBoctonia vi thin the temperature range of 
820 -920 1'. but not wi thin the range of 700 -72.01'. Phorate was not toxic to 17m. 
dtbv.'r!pUII and Pu.aarlum unilifome. Erwin et y. (1961) observed that phorate 
predisposes cotton to attack by PytMum species. 'lherefore at the right t_perature 
and in the absence of l:);thiUJII. species, phorate could be beneficial to cotton 
germination, especially in the presence of R. solani. 
lE'fHODS. 
All designs of expertments were infiuenced by a large pilot trial which was 
set out in two growth cabinets. !he design of this pilot trial was a tva, by tva, 
by three. Pots vi thin the experiment were subjected to two teaperatures, 220 C and 
13OC, The tl'eatments under these temperatures were: soil type, moisture leTel, and 
insecticidal treatllSnts. !hese factors were chosen because various authors had 
shown that temperature, aoisture level, and soil type, influence the phytotoxic 
effects at phorate to a Mrked degree (Hacskay-lo and Ranney 1961 and h.Jno14s .t al. 
1962). 
All seed stocke used had a 9B% germination test trom which only .ell tomed 
seeds vera us_ in trials. I'ollowing infol'lD8.tion gained from this prelill1n8.l7 
experiment, all further experiments on plant growth were carried out in soil at 
approximately ~ field capacity. !he technique for deteraining s011 moisture is 
outlined in Part r. Intervals between watering varied vi th enYironaental condi tiona. 
Dry weights of plant material from plants harvested at soil leTel were 
obtained as follows: The leaves and stems vere separated when green and the total 
placed in brown paper bags. These bags were .then plaoed in an ovsn set at 27oC. and 
left for 24 hours, then removed and placed in a dessicator to cool. After this 
treataent the plants were removed and weighed. Total d17 weights of the plants 
vithin each replicate, together with the leaf and stem weight, were recorded. 
Prom these figures the st .. to leaf d17 weight ratios were determined. 
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Observations on germination vere made eve17 day. Prior to analysis. all 
germination recordings were converted to a percentage of the total number of seeds 
sown and conTerted to Jarc sine~. This transformation vas made in order to 
correct readings for binomial distribution. 
CBAP!BR 7 
EIPIRIJlEHTAL DESIGN RESUL'l'S IJID DISCUSSION 
EXPERIlIERT 1. I1RIBI'l'IOI OF GERMIJiATIOI EXHIBITED BY IDURROV APPLICA'l'IOIfS 
OP PRORATE AND ISOLAN. 
DISIGI. 
This trial was laid down initially to observe the persistence and efficiency 
of soil applied insecticides phorate and Isolan treated to vheat, barley aDd oats. 
Kovever, obeervations made from day to day on the emergence of seedliuga after being 
sown vi th phorate and Isolan at 1, 2 and 3 Ibs. a.i./acre gave some very 
enlightening data, with respect to the phytotoxici V of these materials. 
After ... rgence counts were taken, 3 replicates in each treatment vera 
eliminated from the trial. The remaining 5 replicates were used to determine the 
efficiency, and perSistence of phorate and Isolan for aphid control (Part I, 
Experiment 1) and to observe the effect of these insecticides on plant growth. 
!hree well formed seeds were selected for sowing in each pot. The glaeshouse 
temperature was set at 15.50 C but temperatures fluctuated from 140 0 to 180C 
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throughout the ez:periment. Emergence vas recorded 7 dqs after seeds in the control 
had emerged.. 
RESULTS. 
Reeul ta of thia ez:periment are shown in Table I and the analy-aia of this 
data is given in the Appendiz: II. This procedt:,re is t'olJ.oved throu,ghcJ!.lt pn,rt III. 
Table I 'lbe Percentage Cel'lDinstion recorded 7 days after Emergence vas 
fint observed in the Controls. 
Treataent Rate Wheat Barl87 Oats Ibs. a.L/acre 
Control 0 100 100 100 
phorate 1 95.83 87.50 100 
infurrov 2 87.50 75 95.83 
application 
., 66.66 58."" 100 
Isolan 1 100 100 100 
inturrov 2 95.8' 95.8" 100 application 
., 95.8, 95.83 100 
Prior to anal78is all percentages Vere transformed to J arc sine" 
Comments resulting troll analy-sis of data (Table I). 
(1 ) All the results in Table I were anal7sed tor variance. Analysis shoved 
that on17 trends obaerved vi th barley- vere significant. Phorate gave a 
signitican t reduction in germination in comparison with Isolan, (J' - 19.06*). 
Al though this trend W88 not significant for wheat it was nevertheless 
present. In comparison oats seemed to be tolerant to the phytotoz:1c 
properties or phorate. 
(2) Phorate W88 observed to retard the germination ot wheat and barley ad. 
this phenoaenon is shown on barley- in Plate 2. 
* = significant at the ~ level • 
• * = significant at the 1% level. 
I 
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(3) Nine weeks after sowing, wheat plants treated with phorate were observed to 
be severe~ stunted (Plate 3). 
EXPERIMENT 2 
DESIGN 
RETARDATION AND INHIBITION OF GERMINATION CAL~ED BY 
mORATE AND ISO LAN 
The aims of this experiment were to demonstrate the retardation and suppre-
ssion of wheat emergence induced by phorate and Ieolan, and to stuqy these effects 
under varying rates at differing sites of application. 
The experiment wa-s based on 130 pots. Each pot was sown with 5 selected 
seeds. Phorate and Isolan were applied at two positions relative to the seed and 
at three rates of application, 1,2, and 3 lbs a.i./acre. Each rate of application 
contained ten replicates and in addition a control was added consisting also of 
ten replicates. Observations of emereence were made dai~ for six d~s after the 
first control treatment plants emerged. For analysis this six ~ period was 
divided into two phases. The first phase was taken as the first two days and the 
second phase as the three to six day period. 
Glasshouse temperatures during the experiment fluctuated between 15.5°C 
RESULTS 
Table II Number of plants emerging in the 1 st and 2nd phase are shown as a 
percentage of the seeds which emerged. 
~~ 
-
-L RATE 1 lb a.ie/acre 2 lbs a.i./acre I 3 lbs a.i./acre 
I . p:nsecticide Placement 1-2 d.a3r 3-6 day I 1-2 day 3-6 da.y 1-2~ l.3-.-Q <!~ 
phorate Infurrow 18.1 81.9 I 12.7 
I 
87.3 15.5 84.5 i 
treatment ! 
I 
Side 75.0 25.0 80.0 20.0 n.5 22.5 
treatment 
r1SOlan 
... ~ ... ,~~ .-
Ini'urrow 50.0 50.0 43.2 56.8 35.5 64.5 
treatment 
I Control Side 86 14.0 79.6 20.4 68 31 ,3 treatment 84 16.0 .-
- . ~~-,--~--~"-,.--"." .... 
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Results tor the 1st phase were analysed after being transtormed to jlrc sine %. 
Comments resulting from analysis of data (Table II). 
(1) The coefficient of variance (C. V.) vas calculated 9.34~. 
(2) Phora te suppressed emergence aore severely than Iaolan. (r - 1 2.46* ) • 
(3) Inturrow applications of phorate and Isolan had a much greater 4etri .. ntal 
effect on geratnation than the side placement applications of theae 
insecticides, (F - 132.16**). 
(4) An interaction occurred between placement and insecticide, (r - 10.72*). 
To further illucidate this interaction the means of the placement and type 
of insecticide were compared by ueing Duncans Nul tiple Range Test. These 
tranafol'lled % .. ana are listed below: 
1% 5% 
Iaolan side treatment 62.37% A a 
Phorate side treatment 61.7~ A a 
Isolan inturrov treatment 40.~ B b 
Phorate int'urrow treatment 23.06% C c 
Duncan's test showed that both at the 1% and the 5% level there was no 
difference in significant trends. Results from side treatments of phorate and 
Isolan did not differ significantly from one another, but there vas a aarked 
difference when results were compared vi th those trom inf'urrow treatments ot phorate 
and Iaolan. Phorate intu.rrov treatment WBe shown to retard ge1'll.1nation to a 
greater extent than Isole. 
These meana were compared with the control b.r the T test. The control did 
not differ fro. the two side treatments but was significantly different (1% level) 
from inturrow applications of phorate and Isolan. 
On the 6th day the total number of seeds germinated vere taken as a percentage 
of the number planted and transformed to J arc sine~. '!'hese figures were then 
analysed as treatment totals rather than as individual replicates. 
Table III Juaber of Wheat Seeds ln each Repllcate slx d~a atter Emergence 
C .... nced. 
Insectlc1de Placement late lbll. 
•• i~/.O'ft lwaber of ieplicatea 
Phorate Intu.rrov 1 5 5 4 5 5 4 5 5 5 
2 5 4 , 5 5 5 , ... 5 
, 4 , 5 , 2 , 4 ... 5 
Pborate Side 1 5 5 5 , 5 5 5 5 5 
2 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 
, 5 4 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 
I801an Inturrow 1 5 4 5 5 5 5 5 5 4 
2 5 , 5 4 , 5 5 ... 5 
, 5 4 5 5 5 , 4 4 5 
Isolan Sld. 1 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 
2 5 5 4 5 5 5 5 5 5 
, 5 ... 5 5 5 4 5 5 5 
Control 5 5 5 5 5 4 5 5 5 
Bach replicate was transtoraedi7;J' jarc sin.e1and the 8WI8 ot each 
tnataent analysed. 
Comaent8 resultlng tra. analyais at data Table III. 
(1) The C.Y. vas tound to be 5.1~. 
(2) Phorate aDd Isolan dld not dlffer significantly ln thelr eftect on 
gera1nation. 
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... 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
(:,) Inturrov applioations of phorate and I80lan were 81gnlficantly lION 
detr1_ntal to 8Mrgence and ge1'llinatioD than alde applications, (p - 19.7**). 
IXPBIllllElIT ,. EPJ'BCT OJ' PROUTE AID ISOLAlI 01 GROVTH 0., WHEAT. 
DISIWf. 
The aim of th18 experiment was to 88sess the effect of phorate and Iaolan on 
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plant growth when applied to the eoil in various posi tiona. '1'h1s experiaent is a 
continuation of Experiment 2. '!'he whole experiment conaisted of 260 pots. Wi thin 
these 260 pots were the 130 pots on which observationa for Experiment 2 were bued. 
Treataents were sia11ar to BxperilleDt 2 but instead of having 10 replicatea for each 
rate of application, there were 20. III pots were sown vi th 5 well forad aeeda. 
After emergence seed.l1Dp vere thinned 80 that only three plants per pot were allovad 
to develop. 'l'h1s practice was an insurance that replicates had equal nua'ben of 
plants. For higher inf'urrow application rates of phorate 8Dd Ieolan, two IIOre 
replicates per harvest were aown aa lower germination W88 anticipated. Jive 
replicates for each treatment were harvested two weeks after sowing, aDd harveets 
were carried out fortnight17 for a period of eight veeks. 
Pluctuationa of t_perature between l5.50 C and 260C were reeol'd.ed in the 
glasshouse during the ti_ the experiaellt vas run. Watering wu carried out dai17 
as the soil tencled to d17 out uDder glasshouse conditions. 
RESULTS. 
Table IV A Caparison of D17Weights (grams) of Wheat Plants, harvested at 
14 daya after SOWing in aoil treated with phorate and. Iao1 ... 
Treataenta Replicate IIos. 
Insecticide P1acnent Rate lbs.a.ijac~ 1 2 3 4 
Phgete iDfurrow 1 lb. .044 .051 .042 .058 
2 lb. .045 .032 .025 .031 
3 lb. .038 .035 .030 .050 
fA2£a~e side 1 lb. .061 .an .078 .054 
2 lb. .(170 .054 .049 .066 
3 lb. .061 .057 .064 .067 
I'olan 1Dtu.rrov 1 lb. .057 .(170 .057 .048 
2 lb. .064 .06' .059 .056 
3 lb. 
.0" .056 .066 .056 
Iaolan aide 1 lb. .064 .060 .(171 .067 
2 lb. .060 .(174 .058 .064 
3 lb. .057 .058 .(174 .062 
Control .(170 .067 .(171 .(172 
5 
.056 
.040 
.041 
.m 
.062 
.CTT6 
.040 
.042 
.056 
.062 
.061 
.048 
.067 
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PLATE 2 
The retarding ettect 01' phorate on the germination 01' barley. 
Lett to right - oontrol, phorate 1 lb. a.i./acre. 
phorate 2 lb •. a.i./acre. phorate' lbs. a.i./acre. 
PLAtE , 
The stunting effect 01' phorate on wheat. 
Lel't to right - control, phorate 1 lb. a.i./acre, 
phorate 2 lba. a.i./acre. phorate' lbs. a.1./acre. 
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Comments reaul t1ng tro. analysis of data (Table IV). 
(1) '!'he standard error (S.E.) vas calculated (0.008 ST-) &ad the 
c. v .... foUDd to be 14.~. 
(2) Pborate vas significantly more deleterious than IsollUl, (I' - 7.06· ... ). 
('3) lnturrov applications of phorate and Iaolan affected plant gJ'OWth llUoh 
more s ..... rely than aide applications of the a8a8 insecticide. at the tvo 
veek stage, (I' - 50.17**). 
(4) !here vas no aignificant differences between 1 lb. rates of appUcation 
and the '3 lb. rates of application. 
(5) An interaction vas shown to be highly aignificant between inaecticide 
and placeaeat, (I' _ 12.'3··). t'he .. ana of the tnataent8 constitutiDg this 
interaction vere compared vi th a Duncan 'a Test, and then COllpared vi th the 
control. 
Phorate aide treatment 
Iaolan aide treatment 
Iaolan inf'urrov treataent 
Phorate in1'u:r:row treatment 
.064 
.06'3 
.055 
.041 
A 
A 
A 
B 
a 
a 
b 
c 
At the ~ l .... el aide placement of phorate and Iaolan gave s1ld.lar results. 
The plante troll theae treatments vere heavier than those treated vi th phorate aIld 
Isolan in the aeecl turrow. At the 1~ level laolan infurrov application. tmllke 
phorata, vaa DOt significantly different from side application of both iD8ecticidee. 
'!'hese beataent meana were compared vi th the control and it vaa obaenad 
that the control vas not significantly different froll both phorate and Iaolan 
aide applications, but vas 8ignificantly different from laolan infttrrov 
application at the '" 1 ..... 1 and pIlarate infu:r:rov application at the 1~ l •• el. 
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RESULTS • 
Table V A COIlpa:rison of' Drywe1ghta (grams) of' Wheat Plants, harnate4 28 da78 
atter sowing 1n s01l treated with phorate and Isolan. 
Treatments 10. of Rep11cates 
lnaecticides Placement Rate 1 2 , 4 5 lbs.a.1./acr it 
Phorate inturrov 1 lb. .284- .424 .'29 .4,1 .225 
2 lb. .484 .447 .496 .496 .500 
, lb. 
.'Z7 .Z79 .'28 .194 .295 
Phorate aid. 1 lb. 
.'79 .'13 .405 .'72 .405 
2 lb. .392 .'92 .423 ."54' .:502 
, lb. 
.'98 .401 .386 .42"5 .448 
Isolan 1nturrow 1 lb. .408 .482 .358 .452 .'79 
2 lb. 
.4" .'66 .335 .:581 .290 
, lb. .423 .4'2 .385 .381 .280 
180lan aide 1 lb. .456 
.'20 .41' ."5 .349 
2 lb. .325 .309 .459 .356 .315 
, lb. 
.'60 .404 .,65 .400 .459 
Control .360 .444 .'96 .424 .'92 
Ifhe 1lWI.'ber8 in Table V vere converted to whole IlWIbers and anal.::rae4 tor 
variance. 
Caa.enta resulting £I'0Il anal.::rs1a ot data ('!'able V). 
(1) !h. S.E. W&8 calculated to be 0.054 gr&1l8 and the C.V. 14.m. 
(2) Phorate was f'ound to be 81gn1f'icantl::r more deleterious to plant growth 
than Iaolan, (p - 8.50*). 
(,) Inturrow app11cation ot phorate and 1801811 vas _ore duag1ng to plant 
growth than sid. application ot these 1nsecticides, (I' - 10.10**). 
(4) An interaction between the two insecticides aDd plac __ t waa h1~ 
signiticant (I' - 15.70**). This interaction w .. turther anal::rse4 111 th a 
Duncan 'a , .. t. The 118ans cOl18ti tuting the interact10n wer. then coapare4 
111 th the control. 
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1~ ~ 
Phorate side treatment 0.389 grams I- a 
1aolan in:tur:row treatment 0.386 grams A a 
1aolan sid. treatment 0.378 gr_ A a 
Phora te 1nfurrow trea tlllen t O. 290 gr8J18 B b 
At the 1% &Dd ~ le ... el the only treatment that dirt.red a1gn1ticeU7 tl'Oll 
the other three tJoeataeDta was the inturrov application of phorate 
When the aboy. _ana were compared with control it was found that pont. 
inturrow treat.ent was the only treataent to difter significantly. (1~ 1 ..... 1). 
The third ft&n'ut which W88 carried out at the 81x .eek period att.r 
germination w .. anal7aed in the aame way as the preYioua tvo harv.ats. 
RESULTS. 
'l'ab1e n A Compariaon of' DZ'7Veighta (grams) ot Wheat Plants harvested 42 
d.,a atter sowing in 8011 treated with pborate and Iao1an. 
'freataeDta Ro. of' Replicatee 
Inaectic1c1. Plac-..nt Rate 1 2 3 4 lba.a.L/~ 
Phorate 1Dturrow 1 lb. 1.146 1.079 1.071 1.~0 
2 lb. 1.166 1 .. 25' 1.239 1.295 
, lb. 
.955 1.nO .620 .921 
Phorate Side 1 lb. 1.188 1.045 .990 1.2W7 
2 lb. 1.173 1.125 1.160 1.210 
3 lb. 1.270 2.050 1.'70 1.183 
Iaolan Inturrow 1 lb. 1.303 1.248 1.'28 1.466 
2 lb. 1 .. 447 1.330 1.449 1.514 
, lb. 1.280 1.481 1.'26 1.283 
Iao1an Side 1 lb. 1.298 1.930 1.603 1.'78 
2 lb. 1.770 1.503 1.110 1.154 
, lb. 1.44' 1.'00 1.503 1.302 
Control 1.323 1.606 1.899 1.570 
C~.nts 1'88Ult1ng troa analysis ot data (Table n). 
5 
1 .. 105 
1.239 
1.«, 
1.'78 
1.151 
.94' 
1.262 
1.402 
1.615 
1.675 
1.51' 
1.497 
1.890 
(1) !he S.E. 1f&8 calculated (0.210 grams) and the C.V. was toWld to be 15.8.'. 
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(2) Phorate was Blore deleterious to plant growth at the s1x week period than 
Isolan (19. 7**). 
(3) There .. as no s1gnif1cant d1fference between aide and 1nturrow applicat10ns 
of 1nsectic1des. 
(4) 110 e1gnif1c8Dt rate differences or 1nteraction between 1nsecticide and 
placement eaerpd. froa thia data. 
(5) When the treatment Ileana were COllpared with the control ua1q a If teat, 
1 t yea found that Iaolan side treatment did not differ s1gn1f1caut17 f'roIl 
control. Bov..,.er Isolan 1nfurrow treatment differed froa the control at the 
5% lenl vhile both phorate treataents d1ffered at the '% le.el. 
(6) tiller nuabers, leaf nuabers, and leaf to atell dry we1ght ratios vere 
recorded in order to obeane 1f the d1fference 1n total d1'7 veights in pborate 
and Isolan inturrow application treataents vere due to a un1fora stuDtiDg 
effect 011 the plants raiher than a morphological abnormali t7 • Da ta are 
recorded. in AppeDd1ces VIII, IX, X and XI. Analysia of these data abowe4 no 
s1gnificant differences between treataente. suggesting that the reduct10n 1n 
dr:y we1pts of insect1c1de treatad wheat plante were due to a UD1t'ol'll stunting. 
RESULTS. 
'fable VII A. Comparison of Drywe1ghts (gr8118) of Wheat Plants, harnated at 56 
d.a after BOWing 1n s011 treatad wi th pborate and Isola. 
Treatments 10. of .epl1catee 
Insecticide Plac ... nt lata I lbe.a.i:/&<m 1 2 3 4 5 
Phorate IDhrrow 1 lb. 1.938 1.780 2.383 1.881 2.211 
2 lb. 1.993 2.125 2.092 1.893 1.844 
:3 lb. 1.896 1.947 1.670 1.770 1.690 
Phorate Side 1 lb. 2.581 2.36' 2.380 2.2'78 2.0i1 
2 lb. 2.111 1.749 1.952 2.'61 2.172 
, lb. 1.844 1.447 2.302 2.130 2.148 
Isolan Inturrow 1 lb. 2.46' 2.,22 2.440 2."7 2.405 
2 lb. 2.138 2.252 2.068 2.,,0 2.192 
3 lb. 2.19' 2.000 1.961 2.404- 2.107 
Iaolan S1de 1 lb. 2.547 2.544 2.469 2.462 2.449 
2 lb. 2.565 2.426 2.371 2.~ 2.'23 
, lb. 2.285 2.'23 2.266 2.423 2.389 
Control 2.269 2.521 2.270 '.2" 2.231 
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FIGURE 4 
'l'he .tunt1.ug effect of phorate and 1801a applied 
in the .eed fUrrow wi th wheat. 
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eOBen is n81Il tiD« troa 8D8l;raia of data (Table VII). 
(1) !he S.E. for this harvest 11'&8 (0.20' gr_) and the e.l .... found 
to be 9.51~. 
(2) Phonte treatJIente vere aore duaglng to plant P'OVth than the 
co~poadift&' irea1:aenta of Iaola (., - ".4**). 
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(,) 1'0 interaction between insecticide and placeaent vas n14ent al though 
inturrov appUcati0D8 of insecticide vere acre damaging to plant growth the 
aide applicationa (p - 12.2**). 
(4) !he' lb. a.i./aore application ot phorate and I801an both had a aore 
s .. ere effect 011 plant growth than the correapondiag 1 lb .. rate ('1 • 15.20**). 
(5) '1'rea1aent _ana were coapued With the control b7 using a '.r teat. It 
... f0UD4 that Isolan side treatment did not differ sign1ficant17 froa the 
control. However laolan inf'u.noov treatmeDt differed from the control at the 
~ leYel while both phoraie ireatlleDts diftered at the 1~ level. 
Beeulta ot iD1'urrow treataente fJ'Oll the four harYeate carried. out .. control 
and inturrow ire.taenia are ahown ill graph t01'll ill figure 4. 
DEIQI. 
fBE BJ'PECT 0" SOIL SUR.,ACE APPLICA!IOJfS 0'1 PROllAH AID 
ISOLAI OIl WllIAT GROWft. 
'!his uper1aent •• 1111 tiated to obaerYe the ettect of aoil surface 
appllcatiou of phonts and Iaolan g1"8DDlea on vheat gz'OVih. 90 pots .ere eon. 
with 5 seeds per pot. On _rpnce the aeedliDg8 vere reduced to :5 plata per pot. 
Inaectic1de ... treated to the eoil surface of each pot when plants bad reaob.ed the 
three true leaf stap. Inaeoticide treataenia administered in this expel'1_nt were 
phonte and laolan at 2 and , lbs. a.i./acre, aocoapan1ed with a cOl1tl'Ol. 
PortD1cht17 after treai:aent, 6 replicates per treatlllent wen ham.ted. 
!his gaye a total ot three harYesta. I'roa each hU'Yeat, dryveichta of hel"Mp 
were reccmte4. 
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noURE 5 
!he etreat of teJlperature on the rate and. percentage 
pninati.on of wheat treated with phorate and I.olan. 
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lISUL'rS. 
l>J71reicht nooJ'dinp showed DO significant tl"enda and only readiQ18 troll 
the tOUl"th hal"ftat have been l"eCo1'ded. (AppeD41x XII). 
KIPIlWlII'l' 5. D'PJ!X:'1' or 'fIlIIPDA'l'UllI Olf '1'U IlfHIBI'lIOI AJm RftARDAfi 01 
07 OIRJlI!fl!IOI CAUSED Bt PBOU'l'E AJU) ISOLD. 
DESIOI • 
.An etton wu 84e to eatablish a01"8 tul17 the reduction and retU'daU01l 
caused 1>7 pborate aDd. Iaolan, and to observe the ettect these inaectic1cl .. had on 
gel'llination of .... subjected to aore adverse comi tiona. 
Selected wheat seeda were sown wi th an inf'ul"rov application ot phorate .. 
Iaolan at a nte ot 2 lba. a.i./8OI"8, with a nOll-tnated control intl'odaecl tor 
each t_penture. 'aperatures ot 1 Joe and 220C were chosen tor the.e genination 
tnataents. !here yere eight replicates in each treataent, each conta1n1.Dg tift 
selected aeeds. !he aoil vas kept at approsilDlltely 50 to 6OJ' tield capacity, 
lUI outlined lIDlier genenl .ethode. Addi tiOIlS of water to aoil were lIIId.e dally to 
treataenta subjeoted to 220C and eVe17 th1'ee dqa to those subjected to 1,00. '!'he 
resul ta are tabulated. in !able YIII. 
USULTS. 
'fable nIl Percentage of seed KIIergence 1'eCorded at daily intenala atter 
the fint plant. at 1Joe and 22°C had ... rged. 
I Da7s 
'1'eIIpel"& tu I'e !reatMnt 1 2 , 4 5 6 
Ccmtrol 
lot tnated 7.5 '0.0 57.5 90.0 97.5 97.5 
1Joe 
Iaollll1 0 10.0 '8.0 47.5 69.8 87.5 
PhOI"&W 0 0 5.0 30.0 50.0 62.5 
220C 
Control 27.5 62.5 95.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
Iao1an '1.5 45.0 62.5 92.5 97.5 97.5 
Phorate 15.0 ".5 57.5 82.5 90.0 90.0 
7 
97.5 
87.5 
72.5 
100.0 
97.5 
90.0 
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Comments re suI tins from data (Table VIII). 
It was seen tllat Isolan treated soil gave no germination at 13°C at the 
time that germination was observed in non-treated controls. In the case of phorate 
treated soil, plants did not emerge until two days after the non-treated control. 
This delay was also shown in results from Experiment 1. These percentages were tran-
sformed to.1arc sine % and graphed, (see Figure 5). Trends from this graph show 
that when seeds are germinated under adverse conditions suppression and retardation 
of germination induced by phorate and Isolan becomes more exaggerated. 
EXPERIMENT 7. FHYTOTOXICITY OF PRORATE .AND ISOLAN IN ASEPl'IC COI\"'DITIONS 
DESIGN ArID METHODS 
This experiment was laid down to observe the effect of insecticide on 
germination, in the absence of most soil pathogene. 
Seleoted seeds were sown under two temperatures on seed germinating pads in 
petrie dishes. The dishes were moistened with distilled water. The experiment was 
laid down within a growth cabinet at 1300 and three seeds and three rates of 
insecticide sprinkled on the germination pads unifonnily over a 1t" wide diametral 
band. This assimilated the area of a furrow. Lids were then replaced. '!'he rates 
of insecticide were 1 Ib a.i., 2 Ibs., a.i., and 3 Ibs per acre. Each treatment 
oontained six replicates giving a total of eighteen seeds within each treatment. A 
control was added for each temperature. 
RESULTS 
Fourteen d~s after sowing, counts were made and there appeared to be no 
response to application rates. The percentage of seeds that germinated from plants 
treated with phor-ate WaS 66.7 % while 80 % of the seeds placed on Iaolan tre~lted 
plants germinated. 100 % germination was recorded in control treatments. All 
secd.lings grown on plants treated with both insecticides were severely stunted, 
phorate treated plants worse than Isolan treated. 
The visual results of this experiment are shown on Plate 4 and the typical 
stunting effects on the phmts on Plate 5. 
DISCUSSION 
Trends from Exper~ent 1 suggest that phorate as an infurrow application 
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PLATE 4 
Effeot of phorate and Isolan on wheat germinated 
on filter paper. 
(0= oontrol I = Isolan P = Phorate 1,2, and 
3 denotes Ibs a.i./aore) 
PLATE 5 
The stunting and retarding effect on the growth 
of wheat seedlings germinated on filter paper 
treated with phorate. 

SUPPl'8SS8S gez'llination of barley 8.Dd wheat, wb4Jreaa oats appear to be IIOre 
tolerant to thia iDaeoticide. Ieolan UDllke phorate in this ez:perimant, _howed. 
no well detined. tNDda in suppressing gera1n.atioa of wheat, oats or barl..,.. 
!he apparent _aa ~totoz:1c property of leola shown in this ez:periaent i_ 
incoasiatent with results 1'1'011 turther ez:peri..nts, for which no ez:plaaation can 
be off'ered.. 
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Inf'urrow applicatioas of' phorate aDd Isolan retarded germination (kptr1aeDt 
2). 10 difference .118 shown between rates ot application although phorate '1'88 more 
severe in reta.rdir.tC -.ergence than Isolan. Side appllcations of both iasectioid .. 
vere not aipificanUy different f1'Oll the control.. Emergence was suppressed 117 both 
pborate and Isolan .. inturrow applicatiOns. but no suppresa:l.on w&8 o'baeZ'Yed nth 
side applicatloas. PIlonte and Isolan did not differ in their capac1t)r to nppzoesa 
emergenoe, (ia contrast vi th Bz:periaent 1>' 'l'be detr:l.aental effect that phorate ud 
Isolan bad. on the gft!I1nation of vheat aDd barley n.r1ed in severity troa a 
retardation to suppression. 
Obaenationa carried. out to note the effect of side aDd inturrov applicatioas 
of phorate aDd. Iaolan on wheat growth, shoved that:-
(a) Sid. application treataents of Isolan coapared with the control vere 
not a1.p1ficantl,.. different over the eight week period. 
(b) Isolan inf'tarrov application treataents were interior to the oaatrol 
in the firet harvest, iaproved and. did not difter signlficanU7 fl'OIl the 
control in the aecond, bu.t were interior to the control in the third and 
fourth Juuoy_ta !he apparent temporary iaprov.ent onened 111 ha:rYeat 2 
tor this trea'tllent could not be accounted for. 
(c) Phorate side applioation tNataanta did not differ fro. the cODtrol 
OYer the t1rat two harYesta but did differ in the thin aud fou.rth, due 1 t ... 
thought, to the plant roots coll1r.tC in contact with side placed d..poet ta of' 
phorate. 
(d) Phorat. inturrow treataenta .ere yuU;y interior to control. oyer the 
four harYesta. 
Phorate tnatMnta vue observed to be aore phytotoxic at the eight ... 
period than Ieole, 8D4 iD.1"u:rrov applications of iuecticidu vere .on 4aaac1JIC 
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to plant BI"Orih than the corresponding side .pplicatiou. At the eight ... han_t 
the d17 veiBbt ot .heat plants coapered with the nOll-treated control ... 25.~ 
greater than the 417 .eight tro. the side .pplicationa ot phorate, 't.~ peaur 
than the plant 4r7 veight froa infUrrov .pplicatiou ot phonte ad 10.~ gnater 
than Iaolan iD.1"u:rrov tfta'taeD.ta. Phorate aide .ppl1cationa .. Down by the b1~ 
(Part I) gave inettic1eat control ot aphids, owing to the restricted ....... Ilt ot 
phoate thrCNCh the sall. BoveTer this treataeat gaYe a • ..,.en .tlmtiDg ot wheat 
grovth at the eight weak period. '!'he oDl.7 feasible explanation tor thi. i. that 
UDder gl .. ahouae coDC1i tiona at rapid growth a higher concentration •• requ1rad 
wi thin the plant for aphid control thaD to .tunt growth. 
lio linear rate reaponae vaa shown in relation to decreaaing dl'J' veight oyer 
the first a1z vaeka, 'but this tread v .. s1piticant at the eight vealal period 
for both phorata SlId. ls01an treatments !'roll this it .ould appear that UIltU eight 
veeks period. all application rates were aboTe an 1DJUI'J' threshold le.,..l, and a 
... sponse to rates 0Dl7 becue vi8ible as the insecticide ... bOUDd .-./01' 
aetaboliaed vi thin the soU. fbie vould indicate that wheat plants have the 
abili ty to recoTer sa the insecticide content of the soil is depletacl. 
D ..... to the plante inducecl by the .. insecticides v .. a unitol'Jl stuatiDc 
rather than a aorphological abnormality. This vaa concluded 1'I'0Il leaf staa, 
dz7veight ratio, l.at nuaber and tiller COUZlts, which vere analysed at 81x veeka 
period.. '!'he six ... period .... chosen .. it ott.et the ettect ot slov geninatioD 
ot seed SOVll in tnated s011. 10 trends vere obserYed in these :reemin.p althouch 
Jl8I'g.1D&l 800J'GhiDg ot l...,.es vas Dotioe.ble with phorate and Isolan iatu.rrcnr 
treatae:D.ta, however th1a vas neither aavere or daaaglng. 
f.reataaDta ot phoreta aDd Ieolan applied to the soil surt'ace of pota in vhich 
wheat planta were fP'OriDg (at the three true leat stage) p'ft no de1etar10l18 ettects 
OIl plant growth. Aphid bioassaye (Part I) indicated that phorate unlike I80lan 
vhen .pplied to the 80i1 surface vas not absorbed b7 the plant, and vee Dot 
detri--.tal to plllllt BJ'O'Ifth. I801an although taken up by the plant did Dot appear 
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to effect plant growth. 
Stunted wheat growth caused by phorate is not a manifestation of impaired plant 
vigour at germination, but of a continual uptake by the plant of phytotoxic 
quantities of the insecticide. This is sUbstantiated by the fact that stunting of 
wheat plants ensued from applications of phorate sited away from the seed at sowing 
time. Further evidence was gained from observations of wheat germinated on phorate 
treated filter paper prior to being sown out in untreated soils. Recovery of these 
stunted phorate treated seedlings was very rapid. However, from experiments and 
observations of wheat germination and plant growth it would appear that Isolan impairs 
the vigour of the germinating plant from which recovery is very slow. This resulted 
in a stunted wheat plant after eight weeks (flag leaf stage). Side and surface 
applications of Isolan did not impair plant growth, although bioassays carried out 
in Part I indicated that Isolan was being absorbed and translocated. In comparison 
Isolan infurrow applications stunted growth markedly after the eight weeks period. 
The apparent non-phytotoxicity of Isolan side and surface applications may be due to 
a diffusion of Isolan through the soil, so that plant roots are in contact with 
relatively low concentrations of insecticides, which although sufficient to control 
aphids does not stunt plant growth. In comparison infurrow applications of Isolan 
are localized near or around the seed and thus expose the plant to much higher 
concentrations of insecticide. Phorate on the other hand being insoluble in water 
has a reduced movement through the soil resulting in a high concentration of 
insecticide at the site of application (where plant roots may penetrate). 
Under soil conditions of 6~ field capacity the retardation and suppression of 
emergence in wheat treated with phorate and Isolan as infurrow applications were more 
severe at 130 C than at 220 C. Under low temperature conditions germination and 
emergence were slower and conditions such as these leave the seed or sensitive 
developing embryo exposed to high concentrations of insecticide for a longer period. 
Bardiner (1960) reported that phorate has the ability to permeate the wheat seed when 
treated as a seed coat. It is suggested that penetration of wheat seed resulting 
from infurrow applications of phorate granules may result from contact of the seed 
with granules and/or absorption in the vapour phase. Isolan on the other hand is 
miscible in water and is probably absorbed into the seed in solution. 
Results from Experiment 7 suggest that both insectiCides are toxic to seed 
germination and this effect may be independent of soil pathogens. 
COICLUSIOIl 
Prom work carried out in the preceding erperiaents, three propertie8 of 
granulated. 80il applied syst8ll1c iD8ectic1dea staDll out. Theas properties are, 
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the .fflc1enC)" of control, persistence of control.and early protection of _ercing 
plants which have been treated. 88 a seed turrov application at sowing. SUch 
properties obaened UD4er field coDdi tiODa are w.ll docuaented in the literature. 
The aboye properties give granulated syataa1c insecticides considerable 
advantages over the orthodox spray application. !bese adYantagea are well au1 ted 
to control of specific pest proble .. : 
a) conbol of peata which are present throughout the sroving .... on, or 
control of peete requiring a persistent iD8ectic1deJ 
b) control of peats which attack: crops on aergaDOe, when it i8 i.practicable 
to sprll3' due to lnsufficient herbage to cODSti tute an adequate aprll7 target; 
c) selecti ve control of phytophagous insecta so as to maintain a fayourable 
prey/predator or paraa1te ratio thus pre'9'enting the breakdown of biological 
control agents. 
An ex_ple of iDaect control for Which S)"8teJdc granular forau.latiOlUl are 
receiving wid_praad attention is the control of ltr!ua Pmleu. the vector of beet 
yellow virus in sugar beet steckling beds and crops, aDd potato leaf roll Yiru in 
potatoes. !he ch-.1cal control of this vector aDd the viruses that it trazwlita 
relied for its auOeNS upon the early protection of the emerging crop ad/or 
persistent control oYer the infesting period. 
When couidering the efficieDC1 aDd persistence of phorate and Iaolan froa 
glasshouse trials for control of I, p!d1 (L.) or other aphid. in the field it 1s 
uperatiye to haYe sOlIe ide. of the pest's ecology. It is recognised that I. ped1 {U 
in lew Z.aland haa two .... onal flights. autmm and. spring. The precis. date 
and. duration of the.. flights, is deterlDined by the weather condi tiona of that 
particular .... on. Proa obaerntiOll8. wheat sown in late autumn - early winter, 
mq II1S8 the autwm flight of aphids. Autwm sown wheat, not infested in the autua 
does not attract aphids of the spring flights. If wheat was sown down with 
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granule8 .... 4-6 weeks control ot aphid8 reaul ted froa this treatment, then in II08t 
years this wCNld enable the cereal8 to be 80wn .arlier and 8till pua into the 
winter uniDf .. ted. A treatment auch as this would elillinate the riak ot late soviDg 
which reaul t;a in the inabili't7 to sow the seed due to exc .. a 80il lDOisture which 
incre.... vi th the onset ot wint.r. 
It wCNld appear trom. theae glaaahouse trials aDd trom. tield work r.Yi_ed in 
the literature that pborate granul.s sown with wheat at rat .. YU'J'iDC troa 1-' lba. 
a.i./acre Will reDder planta tone to aphids tor at least 1-2 IaOnthe. lftut 
peraistence ot Isolan observed in the glasshouse trials uy not be 1111 accurat. 
u.es .. ent ot the p8raiatence that can be .xpected in the field, end. ita wat .. 
aolubi11 t,. properv ~ reaul t in it dit1'usiDg or leaching out ot the abeorpti y. 
root sone area into the sub soil and becOlling unavailable tor absorptiOll b7 the 
plant root. In pot trials this tactor was restricted. 
An eoo-.1c diaa4TlII1tage ot int'urrov application ot cranulea is that the 
tarmer is cc.ai tted to control aeaaura, prior to the laIowledge ot the put status 
ot cereal ap1d.d in that particular .... on. !opclreased applicationa of th ... 
granulated insecticides would ov.rcou this diaadnntage. 
PhON. haa bHD recorcle4 in the 11 terature to giT. etticient control ot • wide 
range ot aphids tollowing this type ot application. Bo literature baa beeD located 
on the ettic1enC7 of Isolan following similar applicationa. '!'he BUCce .. ot aerial 
application IIIq re17 on one or aore aodes ot action. '!'hue are: 
.) !he contact tonoity ot .. terials applied. Both insecticid.s haft been 
ahown to b. strong contact aphicid.a. 
b) The tuae toncity ot the insectiCides used. Obaerntiona<l1 phorate IIDd. 
Isolan haTe shown that both aat.rial8 eat. t tuaea that are extreae17 toxic to 
the cereal aphid. !his :f'wd.pnt property ot phorate has been shown in the 
11 terature to giy. excell.nt tield control ot aphid.. Proa laboNto17 
obsenations and Isolan'a property ot high Tolatility, it ia hiPl7 probable 
that it would perton in the tield in a 81ailar wq to phorat •. 
c) Stoa.ch toncity resulting troll systemic activity. !his S78teaiC actiriV 
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"''1' be clue to uptake by the roots toll owing the aoveaent ot the inaecticide 
into the soil and/or uptake b.J the leat tollowing contact with the granule 
and/or to11ar abaorption in the vapour phase. 
AasWling that Isolo's tuaigant effect vaa insuffic1ent to give tield control 
following topdressing ot granules, then its ability to .ove into the soil With 
lIOisture ..,. reaul t in etticient oontrol when applied aerially to the crop. 
Granulated syat..tc insecticides applied to the toliage would have ela1lar 
disadvantages to sprays. Early protection ot crops cannot be obtained troa the 
tUlllgant action ot insecticides due to the sparse vegetation associated with the 
newly eaerged. orop. J\uI1gants depend tor their efficiency upon dense tollage in 
proYicl1ng a ahel tv" llicra-cliaate to retain toxic rvaea ea1 tted tro. the applied 
insectiCides. It is also inconceivable that ezcellent control ot aphids can NSW. t 
solely trOll the contact toxicity ot the granules. As stated, Isola applied to the 
toliage ot a young crop, unlike phorate, haa the ability to 110ft into the soil vi th 
.oiature and give I17stea1c control. Other advantages ot soll applied graulaW 
insecticides that are lost with toliar application are, the seleotive control ot 
piQ-tophBgOua inaects aDd a reduction in the persistence ot control. It would 
appear then that granules applied as a topdressing to crops have ver.r tev advaatages 
over spray application ot insecticides. 
Pborate and Isolan in coaparison with aalath10n are very potent contact 
aphicides and should give ezcellent control ot aphids as sp~ tormulatioDS in the 
tield. In the case ot Isolan it is reputed. to give etticient control ot aph1cls 
as a sprq at rates where no a;ysteaic action can be detected. However, both these 
aphicides are highly tonc to lIa_ls and tor this reason they are not sui tabls tor 
widespread use as spreya. 
Phorate and Isolan when applied to the seed furrow in contact vi th the seed 
had a detri .. ntal ettect on the rate of germination and the percentage gU'llination 
ot the seed. Phorate bad a pronounced eftect in stunting plant gl'Olfth whether the 
insecticide w.. applied to the seed turrow or as a side application. Isolan on the 
other hand ... only detri .. ntal to plant growth when applied as an inf'ulTOY 
trea1:llent. 
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Theae J'e8ulta on the phytotoxicity of theae inaecticidea 11&7 giye an 
.:z: .... rated id •• 011 the phytotoxic properties of phorate aDd Isola UII4.r fi.14 
condi tiona. !his e:z:agera.ted effect i. thought to be caused by localis" 
.pplicatio .. of luectici4. g1nng a high concentration ln the i-.cliat. nCiD1ty 
of the plant. With aechanical appllcation to the seed turrow or to the ai4e of 
the aeed (1ID4er field colldi tio .. ) inaeoticidee "ould be applied in a wider bad. 
and thus in 8llJ part1eul.ar area there "ould not b. such high cODC.ntr&tiou. 
HovaTer, results from the •• uperi_nts point out the nec888ity for 10" r.tes 
and nen distr:lbu.tion of application. 
It is reoomaerxled fro. "ork carried out in thi. thesis that the i4eal 
placeaent ai t. of cramal.. in relation to the eeecl should be a coaproaiae betv_ 
efficiency of control and the cor.reapcmding pbytotonci t;y froa the proposed 
application sit.. !his would d.pend on the inaect pest, iuecticid.e, and the type 
ot crop grown. Phorate being insolu.ble in water haa a Yery restricted llOY __ t in 
aoll. Bence fer efficient control it auat be som as clos. u poeaibl. to the Heel. 
laolan on the oth.r hand. baa the ability to paraeate the soil so 11&7 be but S01fl1 
slightly.....,. frca the ...... frca "here it ,,111 still apart excellent contl'Ol. 
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SUMMARY 
The major facts which emerge from experiments carried out with phorate and 
raolan both as soil applied systemic insecticides and contact aphicides are :-
1. Phorate and rsolan as infurrow applications sown with wheat barley and oats 
gave efficient and persistent control of R, padi (L.) However when phorate was 
sown away from the seed, or applied to the soil surface of pots in which wheat was 
growing, inefficient control was recorded. ±solan which is water soluble was shown 
to give efficient control under all methods of application. The inefficient control 
registered with side and surftace applications of phorate would appear to be due to the 
slow movement of phorate through the soil, owing to its insolubility in water. 
Phorate infurrow applications were shown to be more persistent than similar applicat-
ions of rsolan. Persistence with rsolan was observed to be greater as an infurrow 
application in comparison with surface and side applications. 
2. Phorate and rsolan as contact aphicides when compared with malathion were 
shown under laboratory conditions, to be superior to malathion at the LD50 level. 
At the LD95 level rsolan was 7.5 times as toxic as malathion and phorate 1.9 times 
as toxic. The lower 95 % confidence limit of malathion and the higher limit of 
phorate converged at the LD95 level. Both pl10rate and rsolan were shown to emit 
fumes which ere extremely toxic to R. padi (L.) 
Both phorate and rsolan as infurrow applications gave various pnytotoxic 
symptoms. These were :-
(a) Marginal burning of leaves. This effect was apparent as a slight sccrching 
on the leaf margins of oats, wheat ana barley when subjected to infurrow 
applications at the time of sowing. 
(b) Phorate and rsolan when used as infurrow treatments were shown to have 
the properties to both suppress and retard emergence in varying degrees. 
These factors were shown to be aggravated by temperatures that are more adverse 
to rapid emergence but appenred to be of no consequence when 
optimal for rapid emergence. Germination on moist filter paper was also 
suppressed. This would suggest that these materials are toxic to germination and 
that germination suppression by phorate and rsolan in the soil is not merely a pre-
disposition of the seed to soil pathogen attack. 
(c) Observations on the stunting of wheat growth were made over an eight week 
period. Results showed that phorate whether applied as an infurrow or side applic-
ation~ stunted growth. The differences between the two placements was that 
the latter delayed stunting until the root came in contact with the insecticid.e 
deposit (4-6 weeks after sowing), whereas infurrow applications stunted wheat 
gro~~ from emergence. Side placement of lsolan in contrast with infUrrow applications 
of rsolan did not stunt growth. Phorate was more severe in this respect than lsolan. 
A rate response in relation to a decrease in dr,y weights was on~ observed for 
phorate and reolan infurrow application at the eight week period. 
When extra-polating results from glasshouse trials care should be taken as 
properties of materials that are being screened may appear under these artificial 
conditions but may not appear under field conditions. 
There is little doubt that these insecticides as formulated as granules 
and applied as infurrow applications will give efficient field control of aphids. 
Care should be taken with rates of applications to see if phytotoxic symptoms 
evident in the glasshouse arise in the field. 
The role that this type of formulation could adequately play in the 
insecticide field is to give ear~ and persistent control of virus vectors in 
wheat~ potatoes and sugar beet. 
Although both materials are extremely potent contact aphicides they are not 
suitable for widespread use as sprays as they are extreme~ toxic to mammals. 
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APPEliDICES 
Appendix I. Anal,sis of variance on data obtained on the germination ot BQoley 
in 'fable I, Experiment 1, Part III. Percentages shown in 'able I 
were tl"anaforaed to arc sine % before analysis. 
'1'reatmente on Barl .. Swa of Degrees Xean Sua JI.aatio Squares of Freedo~ ot Squares 
Treated v Control 201 1 201 
Phorate v Isolan 74' 1 743 19.06-
Rate 1 v , lbs. 81 1 81 
a.i./acre 
late 1+' v 2 lbs. 
.05 1 .05 
a.i./acre -
Error 77.95 2 38.97 
-
Total. Treatment 1103 6 Sua ot Squares - -
Appendix II. .Analysis ot variance on data recorded in 'fable II, Experillent 2, 
Part III. Percentages for the 1-2 day period were tranarorae4 to 
arc sine ~ before analysis. 
Treatments Sua of Degrees Mean Sua F. Ratio Squares of PreedOl or Squares 
Control v Treated 347.41 1 347.41 16.9--
'fop v Side Application 2712.02 1 2712.02 1'2.6·· 
Phorate v I.olan 255.76 1 255.76 12.46· 
Rate 1 v , lbs.a.i./acre 50.00 1 50.00 
Rate 1 +, v 2 lba. 
.06 1 .06 
a.L/acre 
- InteractioD between 220.16 1 220.16 10.72* Inaectici4e and Placement 
Irror 123.1' 6 20.52 
'fotal Treatment 3658.54 12 
I 
Sua ot Squaru 
S.E. ... 4.53 C.V. = 9.34~ 
104. 
Appendi% III. AnalY'sis ot data recorded troll Experiment 2, Part III. 
II. 
Data shown in 'fable III ... transto:rmed to arc sine ~ 
and each treatment summed betore analysis. 
'l':reabenta Sua ot I Degrees I Mean Sual Squares ot Jl:reed.om ot Squares 
Control v Treated 2448 1 2448 
Top T Side Application 34992 1 '4992 
Pborate v Ieolan 2351 1 2351 
late 1 y, lbs. a.i./aere 9522 1 9522 
Rate 1+' v 2 lba.a.i./ac:re 6 1 6 
Interaction between 
'034 1 '034 lneecticlde and Placement 
Brror 10626 6 1771 
!otal Treatment 62979 12 sua ot Squares 
C. v. = 5.1~ S.E. .. 42.1 
".latio 
19.7** 
Appendi% IT. Analyais ot va:riance on data obtained trom plants hanuted 
(1et) 14 cla;rs atter sowing (Experiment ,. Part In). 
!:reatalenta Sua ot Mean sua I P. Ratio Squares D.P. of Squares 
Control 'f" !:reaiect 855 1 855 11.8** 
Inf'u.:r:row v Slde A.pplications ,666 1 ,666 50.77** 
Phorate v leola 510 1 510 7.08** 
late 1 'f" , lba. a.1./acre 281 1 281 
Rate 2 'f" 1+' lba.a.l./acre 124 1 124 
Interaction between 889 1 889 12.'** Insecticide aDd Placement 
Other Interactions 520 6 86.6 
Error 3755 52 72.2 
'l'otal sua ot Sqwana 10600 64 
S.E. - 8.5 c.y. = 14.~ 
105. 
Appendix Y. AnalJata of variance of data recorded from plants harvested 
(2D4) 28 days after sowing (Experiment 3. Part III). 
Treatmenta Sua of D.P. Kean Sua F. Ratto Squares of Squares 
Control y Treated 8402 1 8402 
Inturrow v Stde Appltcattons 29'93 1 29393 10.19** 
Phorate y 1801an 24563 1 24563 8.52*'" 
Rate 1 v , lb •• a.t./acre 11130 1 111:50 
Rate 2 v 1+' lbs.a.t./acre 2211, 1 22113 7.67** 
Interaction between 45266 1 45266 15.7** lnaectic1de and Placeaent 
Other InteracttOlUl 4837 6 806 
Error 149874 52 2882 
'fotal 295578 64 
S • .I. I: 53.68 c.v. I: 14.m 
Appendix VI. .Analyst. of variance of data recorded from plants harTeated 
(,rcl) 42 days after sov1ng (Experiment " Part III). 
I 
Sum ot Degree. I Rean Sua 
106. 
Treatments Squares of Freed.OB of Squares P. Ratio 
Control v Treated 5707 1 5707 12.9** 
Inturrov v Side Appltcatlona 1540 1 1540 
Phorate v Isolan 8736 1 8736 19.7** 
1 y , lbe. a.t./acre 0 1 0 
1+' v 2lba. a.i./acra 60 1 60 
InteractioDB 0 1 0 
Other Interact10Da 3135 6 522 
Error 22929 52 441 
Total Sum of Squares 42167 64 15.-r.' 
S.E. = 21.00 c.v. = 15.~ 
Appendix YII. Analyai. of variance of data recorded fro. plants barYe. ted 
(4th) 56 days atter sowing, (lxperi.ent " Part III). 
107. 
'1'reataenta SwI ot D.P. han SWa '.Ratio Squares ot Squares 
Control y treated 4721 1 472 1t .5** 
Top v Side Applioations 4986 1 4986 11.,** 
PIlont. T Iaola 1'710 1 1'710 ".4** 
Rate 1 y , lba. a.i./acre 6'00 1 6300 15.0** 
Rate 1+' T 2 lba.a.1./acre 40 1 40 
Interaction between 1 4 Insecticide v Plac .. ent 
Other Interactions 1147 6 191 
In'or 21806 52 440.9 
Total Sua ot Squares 52716 64 
I 
S.I. • 21.00 c. v. ... 9.51% 
AppeD41:1: YIII. Leaf to sta dzoyvelsht rati08 taken from. Experiment ,. harvest " Part III. 
Treatment 
lbs.a'.l.1 Phor. te lD.1'U.rrow Phorate 81de 180lan lntu.rrov 180lan 81de 
aoi-e 
1 .670 .72' 670 .618 .661 .692 ~945 615 .693 L190 .655 .572 .6', .724 .667 .756 , .084 .6'2 .609 .759 
2 .862 .918 638 .619 .911 .638 ~717 ,,657 .640 .591 .732 .705 .894 .6'5 .571 .795 .668 .761 .574 .70' 
, 
.565 .739 690 
.'27 .61, .76' .924 ~76' .687 .771 .729 .974 .811 .729 .714 .71, .668 .659 .815 .888 
Control .520 .640 .014 .706 .909 
Appendlx IX. Tiller muabel'll taken troll Harvest' (42 days atter sowlng). hperilllent ,. Part III. 
Treatment 
lba.a.l.1 Phorate lnturrow Phorate 81de 180lan lnturrow 180lan 81de 
acre 
1 7 6 5 6 6 7 5 6 6 6 7 5 6 5 6 6 6 7 7 6 
2 6 7 7 6 5 5 6 6 5 7 5 7 6 6 6 6 5 7 7 8 
, 7 4 6 5 4 6 6 7 5 6 5 6 6 7 4 7 5 6 7 6 
I Control 6 4 6 6 6 
-
... 
~ 
. 
Appen4ix X. Leat nuabers recoJ'ded troa Barvest , (42 dqs after SOWing). bperiaent ,. Part Ill. 
'l'reatunt 
lbs.a.i./ Phorate inturrmr Phorate side Iaolan in1'urrov Iaolan aide 
acre 
1 25 28 28 26 2B '4 29 26 28 Z7 '4 25 27 28 27 29 '0 ,2 '0 
2 ,1 '2 25 28 ,2 26 
" 
27 '0 ,., .,0 '0 '0 
" 
29 '0 26 
" 
,1 
, 
'5 25 28 24 2, '2 '4 '5 26 .,1 29 
" 
27 25 '0 ,1 28 Z7 ,1 
Control 29 27 
" 
Z7 '0 
, ..... _ .. - ...... ---~--- .. -- L __ 
--
.-~.-.- .. -.-
----- .- --.~ 
Appendix XI. Leaf number, tiller nuber, and eta/leaf drywe1ght ratio ot plant exposed to a01l aurtace 
application ot insecticidea, aix weeka aftar sowing an4 harvested. 2B days at tel' traatment. 
Experiment 4, Part III. 
Insecticide Rate lba. Leaf nuber Tiller number Sta/leaf dr,rwe1ght ratio 
a.i./acn 
Control 
° 
." ,2 29 '5 '0 6 6 6 5 7 .~9 .947 .880 .979 
Phorate 2 '0 22 29 29 28 5 6 5 6 6 1.0'9 .89:5 .909 .565 
Phorate ., 26 .,4 ." 28 30 6 6 6 6 7 .915 .9'7 .942 .968 
Iaolan 2 22 21 24 
" 
29 5 6 6 6 6 .9,2 1.015 .9.,6 .950 
Iaolan , '5 '0 '2 29 21 7 
'I 
6 6 5 6 .795 .848 1.074 1.ern 
26 
." 
29 
-
.701 
.829 
.574 
.960 
.800 
.... 
~ 
. 
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Appendix XII. Dr;rwtt1ghts ot plants subjected to phorate and Is01an appUoatioDa 
aad.e to the 80i1 surface 8ix .eeks atter sowing aDd b.a:rY .. tecl 
28 41Q11 atter treatment, bperi .. nt 4. Part III. 
l!reatllent' 
I_ect! 014. In. a.1.1 leplioate Juabera 
acre 
Control 
-
1.766 1.690 1.762 1.620 1.870 1.578 
Phorate 2 1.709 1.428 1.246 1.602 1.890 1.851 
Phorate , 1.789 1.788 1.728 1.800 1.401 1.679 
Iaolan 2 1.806 1.585 1.747 1.525 1.467 1.742 
I 1801an 
, 1.494 1.682 1.n1 1.927 1 .. 510 1.821 
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